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Sunday Monday Tuesday 
lpfurmallon rur I he 
ll.'JM Cnh•nd11r i.<u:ompiled ns u 
'il'nice ur Sludenl Al'lhifics. 
5 J.'ilm, 7;30 p.m •• Rodcy 6 Prlnl Suit• rrmn l..ukc~hle: 7 l•rint S11lc frum l.akcsldc Thculre. Studio, 9;00-4:30 p.m., Sludlo, 9:00-4:30 p.m .• 
Art Museum-Green Ronm. t\rl Muwum-(;rccn Ru(lln, 
Spl'ukers ('omm, prcsl•nts: JluprjnJ.-IIDII(Hcscnls the 
l.rnnurd ~imo)·- ''Spnrk anti I'' Audub11n WUtlllfc fo'ilm 
A h~clure/demuns1rn1lon of fhe 'i\'rie'i-.. Wildlire. By day und Dy 
impact tlmlSinrTrck brouKhl SIJ!III 1•. 7:30 p.m.,l•opt>joy lbll. 
ahoul.8:011 p.m., Popejoy ilnll 
12 Film, 7:30p.m. Rndcy 13 Musical Perrormnnce on 14 ('hris- J!fnnin~.;, .Junior 'f'heulrl'. I he Popejoy Uall Series: nl'rilal. Suxnphune, H: IS 
"The Hu~al Ballet of p.m., J<eller II all. 
•·randcrs .. -cmc of Durpoe's: most 
acrlaimetl modern cla.sslcal dance 
companies ino e:.::ciling, and 
brilliant producdun. Tirhls are 
$7, 6, 4. 8:15pm, Poprj~Jy Hall. 
19 Thr UNM Jan En5emblc, 20 Dance Film, 7:JO p.m.1 21 8:15p.m., RudeyThcatre. Rodey Theatre. 
26 The Faculty Brass Quinlel, 27 The LINM Symphonic 28 8:15p.m., Keller Hall. Band: Harold Van 
Winklc, Ulrectnri 8:15p.m., 
Ito dey Tht>nl rc. 
, ~u §:lrrJllf ~ eo ·~ 
Mon.-Fri •• 
9:00-6:00 I 
Sat. 
. , . l! '~t:rJ .; ~eQ\'~c 
OPTICIAN~, et\ses 
~.,· 0 V New ~., s ~\\\0 location 
~ ~,o~ to service UNM 
9:00-2:00 
I 
I ~,esc''Q 1001 Tijeras N.E. 247-3668 
1631 Eubank N.E, 293-4508 I 
. 511 Wyoming N.E. 265-3667 I 4523 4th N.W. 345-5301 • :a. Belen at 614 Becker 864-3522 .._.. 
...... --------~ 
Wednesday Thursday 
1 ASUNM 1-'ilm Cotnm. 2 l.uhn ll~o;kelhall presentr,; lndeprndenl at \\')tlmln~. ASV~M 
{'lassir.'i, SUB Thr:llre. 8:00p.m. 1-'ilm Cnmm. 11resenls lntll'pl'ndrnt 
Omu•dy. Sl111 Thl'lllrl.', 8:00p.m. 
8 t'~M 'Vri'!liolllnJ.t vs, 9 l.ubo ua~kclhall· :"'urthern ('ole~rado Arh:tm:1, 7:35p.m., UNM A:o,V~M Filn1 emnm prc~;t'nls Arena, Ast 1NM J<'ihn Comm. 
lmh•prndt'nl Film h3 l<cnnctll Jlrt:wnh Talk 'l'oward Vhiunce: 
AnJ{er, 8:011 p.m. Sl'DThl'ulre. 
'I he srructural •'ilm, K:Od p.m •• Jlnpcju~ lhll pn~'icnls SI'IJ l'ht•alre. 
llubhUng Hrnwn Suger, 8:15p.m., 
l•opeju}' llall. 
15 <\Sl''t\f PECprcS'Cnl" 16 Arilfmn (m·ifnlional, l'mn, Tnm The J•ip~r·s l!~M Wumcn's<;olral 
Sun. lt.t·n Juruh'"i \'cJmic indcpen• lurmn. ASl1!\IM fo'llm Commiurr 
dent ma'-lerpicce. A 1005 DUll pr~~rnl .. llea~en and 1-:artla Ma,::ic 
IIi Iter mcnic re~;een. 8:00p.m. Fcnture. I he amatlnJt animation of 
SUU Thratrc. llarr~ Smilh, 8:00p.m. 
- ~UB Theatre. 
22 The UNM CfiBml:ler 23 I.oho IJa!iil!;clhall at Utah. Orcht"'tra, 8: IS p.m., ASUNM Speakers Com· 
Keller Uall. f'ilm Cnmm, preSfrU.~ mlrtre pre<ient!t Russ llurg,ess ''f ... 'iP 
Tht 1-'llln.'i" or Maya Deren, 8:00 in AcUun". 8:00p.m. Popejoy 
p.m., StiB Thl'alre. Popejoy It all. •·um Cumm. pre:!il'nfs "T.!lc 
llaii/Sandia Kiwanis Club present C!Jmpleh.• Wnrks or Pelcr 
"The Ulhll'lands" 7:JD p.m •• Kubclkn'',S:OO p.m. SUR 
Popejo)' Hall. ,.h~·abe. 
Frer Vitleu Tapes: •'eb. 6·12, Jo'rel' Vitli'U Tape.'>! fo'cb, 13~19, 
"lleart/Soulh SldeJohnny". •• A 11/Sha\lcr.i J.'i~h1•· 
IO:OUam-J:OOpm, Mcsal.nunRe, IO:OO~m-J:OOpm, Mesa J.nun){e. 
Because You Want 
The Finest 
A Keepsa~e diamon<l i~ prcchcly 
cur to accrnt lhe brilliance (If iis Hne 
white color .• , Keepsa~c, I here i5 no 
finctdianwml ring. 
Keepsake" 
Rq:islered Diamond Ring.r; 
M~Keepdak. 
~~e~ 
WINROCK 
881·2-H.'; 
Friday Saturday 
3 Wun1en\ Jla"ikelhall- 4 Wunwu·~ U:a~l.:ethall-l 'Uhl'Nlf~ or W~'nmfng, Ci•lnnulo ~l!llr 
7:30p.m •• t'~M Arena. The 7:.Jfl p.m.l'"'M ,\rrnu. 
.lt•ffn.·~ II Hallet ('o, prt•'ienlrd hl I'H' pn• ... t•n•s: l,f,c Enlertalnmcnt 
lhl' Culfurnl 1-:uh•rtuinrnrnl all he Suhl\a} Stallon. H:JO p.m. 
('nmm., 8: IS Jl.m., JlnJH'jiiJ Hall. SUI Ull'l'll1t•nf, A~l'SM Film 
Him ('umm. prr<til'lll<t Or11heus, {'mnm pre~l'llh Kn l.arJ:n, 7:00& 
7!00& 9:15p.m. StrJJ JhrUIH' 9:1!i 1'·111· ~l'U lhrutrc, 
10 Wnmcn;'t Jla'iki'lhall· 11 l.ulw llw.kcllmll- Arll. Sr. Fnitr. uf Ariwml, 1:.l5)1.tn,, Arcru1, 
7:JD p.m., l ~~M Arena. 111< (" l.hl' J·.nt. allhl'StlhwurSia· 
'ic"' Mc,ll'u S~mphon-' Orthe<ilru linn, H:.lUpm, ~~'II H:l'i(~ment. FUm 
wilh Rnberl Mt"rrlll, K: 15 Jl.m,, ('omm. ·1 hfShup on Main Slrccl, 
J'opcjnJ· II:JU. A!o,l','M Him i \'llJ:.1U p.m., SliJ 'I hcalrto. ~·.M. 
Cmnm. pn•o;(.nf"' IIi~ Girl hlda,, ~-'tt1111Wn\ Ordlc.,lra "'lib nc1hf. 
7:00\~9:1Sp.m.M'B Jhrufrr. '\ft.<rrill, 8;15pm. Pflpeju~ llull, 
17 Hl('n i.cJ!anf. Senior 18 l .,,f ('olll·~ialc ~ingl'r't Rcrirnl, fo'lutt.•, 8:15p.m .• prc~erlf "SPl't.'lat·uJar 1\-, 
f\l•lll'r I lull, film ('omm. flrl'\cnl" II: 151Jrn, h.l'ltcr 
"""· 
fnpcJO!-
Triumph nr lht' Will. 7:00 & 9:15 Jlull ·~umli:~ Kh\ltini~ prc ... enf 
p.m., ~·Wn Theatre, J•uprjn)· Hall • 'C'!llifnrnla •-; Mhdon Trail, 
pn·~enr., Vinccnll1rkc In "'fhe 7~.10pm, PHpt"jn.)" If all. l·'lltn 
\t lllains~liiii'Uf'IUe Me", 3:15 ('umm. - ''lllc C:nfd Rll"ihlt & 
p.m., l'11pej1n Hall. "Uu.• I,U\'1-n ShUJl, •• 7• 'J:I5.11pm. 
24 Wr!mt!n's. Uaskelhall vs. 25 I ,t1hu Da~ketball at BVtl, • Arrwna Stale, 7:30p.m. I'EC lltc.'ient~ l.in~ t:nrcr· 
UNM Arena, lnlcrnalional t:.iumenr ~llhc Sul1wa)' Sta· 
Wooten's Cnnfercnce-' 1New linll,3:.111 p.ni. sun nasemenc. 
Mnlco Wt1mcn un the Mo\le", AUmqtu'f(lttC YouthS! mphnn)·. ~'lim ('mnm. prcscnls "Simon of H: 15 l,,nl., l,npcjo}- llall. f'llm 
the Uescrt .. i 7:00& 9:15p.m •• ('e~mm. prrsrnis''Cucnahub'', 
SUII Thcntrc, 7:110,9: IS, & 11:00, SUB l'he11lre. 
•·rcc Vfdl'u Tupes: Feb. 20-2:6, fo'rel' YldcuTallts: hh. 27·Mar. 6 
"llealll'S 2'' "~kit•s IJnwn MI. Evrres(, H 
I 0:00am-3:00pm 10:0(Jam-.1:00f)m, Mesu l.uurtge 
L 
.1 !5:-";.M.,ll.jC~L 
C'..~UJ!Ji.C.[;EilJ'!,:.·~ 
SPICC!At. 
~:OLI.ECTIONS' 
Thursday, February 2, 1978 
By TIM GALLAGHER 
LOBO Editor 
A national trend of declining college entrance scores 
seems tq have reversed and New Mexico high school 
seniors are with their national peers this year for the 
first time in two years, figures released to the LOBO 
late Wednesday show. 
. The average nationwide composite score on the 
ACT test {or college-bound students in 1977 was 18.4. 
The average composite score for entering UNM. fresh-
man was also 18.4 in 1977. 
The figures mark the first nationwide increase in the 
average score in nine years. It is the second consecutive 
year the UNM average has increased . 
The nationwide average score for college bound 
high school seniors hit bottom in ·1976 at an 18.3 
composite score. The average score for UNM fresh-
man was at its lowest in 1975 when it hit 18.1. The 
UNM average score increased only slightlY. to 18.2 in 
1976. ' 
UNM average scores fell below the national average 
for the first time in many years in 1975 when the 
national average was 18.6. For example, the average 
score of an entering YNM freshman in 1967 was 21.9 
as compared with a 19.4 average nationwide. 
The tie in the average score this year means that the 
scores of entering UNM freshman are on par with the 
scores of all high school senio~s taking the test in 1977 . 
The average composite score for entering freshman 
nationwide was 18.5 in 1977. 
Rodney Young, director of the UNM testing 
division, said in a statement, "The optimists will 
interpret these scores as a reversal of the downward 
trend." In the statement, Young called the increase 
"of significant i'nterest" to educators. 
When contacted by the LOBO, Young said he 
would ·comment more fully later, but said with 
caution," It looks like part of a state-wide and possible 
nation-wide. pattern. r think it's probably linked 
somehow to higher admission standards." 
If groundhogs are so good 
at predicting the w.eather, 
why aren't they on the 10 
o'clock news? 
~-·. ,.,. '. ·; 
----------------... '"-·~··(~ l .· ',;," ::s 
. -Nation·af.l. Tre·nd 
Shows Reversal 
In ACT Scores 
By D. M. FLYNN 
LOBO News Editor 
J 
''If candlemas be fair and clear, 
Two winters you will have this year." 
'v~veathermen Today, Groundhog Day (formerly Candlemas), the lillie fuuy <:teature, Phil Punxsutawney, scrambles out of his burrow. If he sees his shadow, folklore dictates that it will frighten Phil back into his burrow 
and we can look forward to six more weeks of winter. 
According to Eric Sloane's Folk Lore of American 
Weather, the jingle above is false and all weather 
predictions based on the weather of Feb. 2 cannot be 
based on fact. The Groundhog Day tradition, Sloane 
said, began in Europe when people observed the habits 
of bear8 aud badgers the way we watch Phil in 
Punxsutawney. 
There is a jingle associated with today that does ring 
true, Sloane said. "Half the wood and half the 
hay/You should have on Candlemas Day.'' Eisenhood 
said this is true because Feb. 2 is approximately the 
midpoint of the American winter and farmers should 
still have enough supplies to last them through March. Consult With 
Brown Rodent 
A spokesman for the National Weather Service told 
the LOBO, "I don't think anybody here gives it 
(Groundhog Day) a second thought, much less a first 
thought.'' The Glossary of Meteorology also gives the 
belief no credence: "There is no convincing statistical 
evidence to support this belief," the spokesaman said. 
Howard Morgan, meteorologist for KOA T-TV said 
he doesn't really believe the groundhog can predict the 
end of winter. He said, however, "I think the tradition 
is kind of nice. There might be something to 
it ... because weather runs in cycles." 
Bill Eisenhood of KOB-TV called the tradition. 
"fun" and""harmless" but said that even if Phil (who 
Jives outside of Punxsutawney, Pa.) could predict the 
weather across the continent, "It wouldn't apply 
here." 
No matter what the groundhog does today in 
Punxsutawney, or any other part of Pennsylvania for 
that matter, "Winter will continue there without a 
doubt, based on whatl've seen so far," he said. 
, 
Rotating 
Toothpicks 
Make 
The 
Rounds 
Two Lines Oblique-Variations 
3 (a.k.a. The Rotating Toothpicks) 
was purchased by the University 
three years ago for $12,000. Pic-
tured here are two shots of the 
Rotating Toothpicks, as they are 
affcctionally called by UNM 
students - but can you tell the 
difference between them? 
The one on the left was taken at 
the Duck Pond last spring. The one 
on the right was taken last summer 
in the sculpture gallery of the 
University of Califortlia (Los 
Angeles) art department. 
Curious as to tile amount paid to 
artist George Rickey by UCLA, the 
LOBO called that university's art 
department. The LOBO was in-
formed by a department secretary, 
"It's none of your business.'' 
Americans are not alone in the celebration of 
weather days. Even the English have a day of their 
own by which they predict weather for the next 40 
days. If it rains on St. Swithi n' s Day (1 uly 15) it wiJl 
rain for the next 40 days. 
"As it turns out, none of these folklore things are 
true," Eisenhood said. Yet hundreds of people, in· 
eluding the media equipped with cameras and lights, 
trek each February to consult with Phil the groundhog 
outside the small town of Punxsutawney, population 
8,000. 
Phil's predictions may not be very accurate anymore 
because of the attention he's getting. Last year he 
came out of his quiet little nook, was frightened by all 
the attention and scurried back without taking a 
glance over his shoulder to look for his shadow. 
f. 
Polanski Flees· After j.oftch~gSen~nc~g-~~~~~···~·~=·~~~~~··~~~e~·-~~·· ~S~ 
~- SANTA MONICA, .. Calif. Judge Laurence J, Rittenband. 
O
il:l (UPI)-,-Film Director Roman Rittenband could have given him a 
Polanski fled the United States prison term of 50 years or released 
.._. Wednesday rather than face up him outright on probation. ~ Wednesday rather than face up ,to a A few hours after the abortive 
0 . possible prison term for his ad- court session, British Airways 
8 mitted unlawful sexual relations revealed that Polanski had flown 
·~ with a 13-year-old girl. into London from Los Angeles 
:::S Polanski, 44, failed to appear for Wednesday, arriving at Heathrow 
~ final sentencing by superior Court Airport around noon, British time. 
z . 
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1t was not known whether he 
intended to stay in England. A Los 
Angeles deputy district attorney 
suggested that Polanski might take 
refuge in Paris, saying there was a 
question of whether the United 
States has extradition arrangements 
with France for return of persohs 
convicted of such an offense. 
British Airways said Polanski, 
the former husband of murdered 
actress Sharon Tate, came to the 
Los Angeles International Airport 
without a reservation and was given 
the last standby seat in first class on 
the DC I 0 jetliner, travelling under 
his own name. 
N M Public Interest 
Research Group 
(NMPIRG) 
Availability Of Refund 
The NMPIRG is funded by $2.00 out of each 
semester's activity fee. 
• Amount of refund- 12'' 
• Refund Period- Feb. 13-Feb. 24. 
• L:.ocation of refund -SUB Box Office 
• How to obtain refund- Show Student ID 
Advantages of paying s2oo to NMPIRG 
1. Membership in a nation-wide organization working with 
your interest in mind 
2. Free advice on consume•, social and en vi ron mental 
proo1ems 
3. Free literature pertaining to NMPIRG projects 
Renters Guide, Grocery Survey, Birth Control, Energy Cons. 
Handbook, And Many Many More 
Disadvantages of collecting refund 
1. Ineligibility to vote or run for NMPIRG bpard.of directors 
2. Non support of NMPIRG's consumer, social and environ-
mental prorects 
This advertisement is in no way meant to discourage the 
exercise of your right to a refund, but simply to inform you of 
its availability. If you have any questions or comments, 
please call NMPIRG at 277-2757 or visit the office at 139 Har-
vard SE. 
r--------------------------------1 
I'M . # 111~~ Restaurant 
2900 Central S.E. 265-1669 
Free Carrot Cake! 
With Purchase of Any Menu Item of $2.00 
or More Per Person and This Coupon 
I 
I 
I 
I 
OFFER GOOD ANY DAY AFTER 4:00 P.M. 1 
1 EXPIRES FEBRUARY 28, 1978 : 
~--------------------------------~ 
In Mideast Talks 
Deadlock Continues 
CAIRO, Egypt (\]PI) - U.S. 
mediation failed Wednesday to 
overcome differences between 
Israel and Egypt' on Middle East 
peace principles atld officials said 
the deadlock was now in the hands 
of President Anwar Sadat and 
President Carter. 
Assistant Secretary of State 
Alfred Atherton ended 12 days of 
mediation efforts to get agreement 
between the two sides with a one-
hour meeting with Sadat and said 
the remaining snags would be 
discussed during Sadat's visit to 
Washington this weekend. 
"There are still differences to be 
overcome and that's the purpose of 
the negotiating process in which we 
are trying to help out," Atherton 
said following a 70-minute meeting 
with Foreign Minister Mohammed 
Kamel, the second in as many days, 
and prior to his talks with Sadat. 
American officials said the 
differences still centered on the 
future of the Palestinians in the 
Israeli-occupied west bank of 
Jordan and the Gaza Strip. 
The question of Jewish set-
tlements in the Sinai was being 
Israeli 
Oranges 
.Spiked 
TEL AVIV, Israel (UPI)-An 
Arab group said Wednesday it 
injected exported Israeli oranges 
with mercury to sow panic and 
wreck the country's economy. Five 
Dutch children fell ill and European 
officials checked thousands of 
oranges. 
The Israeli citrus marketing 
board said 20 oranges found in 
Holland and West Germany were 
spiked with mercury-the metal 
inside thermometers-in the first 
known attack on Israel's $385 
million a year agricultural export 
industry. 
A group calling itself the Arab 
Revolutionary Army wrote to 18 
nations taking responsibility for the 
scheme saying, "We do not intend 
to kill people in nations that import 
the oranges but to sabotage the 
Israeli economy." 
Dr. Yahalona Schori, deputy 
director-general of the agriculture 
ministry, said the oranges were 
contaminated in the Dutch port of 
Rotterdam and that mercury is not 
toxic but causes inconvenience 
when swallowed 
01~\V 
HAYA'r SHALOM 
Recorded Message 
Phone 296·8568 
hammered out in renewed milifary 
talks between Israeli Defense 
Minister Ezer Weizman and 
Egyptian War Minister Gen. 
·Mohammed Gamassy. 
In Jerusalem, Israeli Defense 
Minister Moshe Dayan said Israel 
will continue to establish military 
outposts in the west bank in line 
with what he told President Carter. 
Sad at· is scheduled to leave 
Thursday for the United States, 
stopping overnight in Morocco for 
talks with King Hassan, a staunch 
supporter of the Egyptian 
Presidents peace initiative which 
began with a visit to Israel last 
November. 
Atherton, who spent nearly 10 
davs talking to Israeli leaders in 
Jerusalem before coming to Cairo 
Monday, and U.S. Amba~sador to 
Egypt Hermann Eilts will leave for 
Washington Thursday, a few hours 
ahead of Sadat. 
Atherton said he discussed with 
Kamel ''some of the ideas I brought 
back with me from my talks with 
the Israelis about how to move the 
peace process forward and in 
particular regarding a declaration 
of principles for a comprehensive 
settlement." 
"The foreign minister was kind 
enough to give me some of the ideas 
of the Egyptian government on the 
draft declaration," Atherton said. 
"We wi II be reflecting on this to see 
where we go from here." 
T'vvo Plead Innocent 
To Spying Charges 
ALEXANDRIA, Va. (UP!) - A U.S. foreign service officer find a 
Vietnamese antiwar crusader pleaded innocent Wednesday to charges they 
spied for Hanoi, but failed to convince a judge the charges are frivolous 
and perhaps part of a "witch hunt." 
The state department, meantime, announced it would protest to Viet-
nam's U.N. mission "the involvement of(Hanoi's) officials in espionage," 
and might even try to get a Vietnamese U.N. envoy expelled. 
Vietnam government spokesmen denied any spy ring existed. 
At arraignment proceedings in suburban Alexandria, across the 
Potomac from Washington, U.S. District Judge Albert Bryan JR. rejected 
defense pleas for deep bond reductions for the accused spies - Ronald 
Lewis Humphrey, 42, aU .S. Information Agency officer and Truong Dinh 
Hung, 32, the-son of a former South Vietnamese presidential candidate 
imprisoned for his antiwar views. 
Setting April 3 as their date for joint trial, Bryan ordered Humphrey 
returned to jail under $150,000 bond and Truong under $250,000 bond. 
Defense attorneys Andrew Giancreco and Marvin Miller argued that the 
charges had been blown out of proportion. Miller characterized them as 
trumped up "ballyhoo" designed to make the FBI look good. 
Outside court, he told reporters, "It may be ... that there's a witchhunt 
against Vietnamese in this country by certain elements in the government 
that don't want this country to normalize relations with the Vietnamese." 
He said he would prove at trial that no crime jeopardizing national 
security had been committed. 
Humphrey, who lives with a Vietnamese woman and has two adopted 
Vietnam war orphans among his four children, and Truong, a resident 
alien and economics student, were indicted Tuesday on seven counts of 
espionage and conspiracy for allegedly passing U.S. national security 
secrets to the Communist government of Vietnam. 
Charges pismissed 
Against 2 Nurses 
DETROIT (UPI)-The 
prosecution Wednesday dropped all 
charges against two Filipino nurses 
who were granted a new trial on 
their conviction for poisoning 
patients at a veterans ad-
mi mstrat1on hospital. 
In a 20-page memorandum, U.S. 
Attorney James Robinson said it 
was unlikely government 
prosecutors, in a second trial, 
would be able to obtain guilty 
verdicts against the nurses, Filipina 
Narciso, 30, and Leonora Perez, 
32. 
The nurses were convicted by a 
federal jury on July 13, 1977, of 
posoning six patients in the in-
tensive care unit of the Veterans 
Administration Hospital in Ann 
Arbor, Mich., in the summer of 
1975 by injecting Pavulon, a 
powerful muscle relaxant drug, into 
their intravenous tubes. 
PREPARE FOR: y09t'h a 
MCAT • OAT • LSAT • GMAT Y•·~· 
ORE • OCAT • VAT· SAT 
On Dec. 19, U.S. District Judge 
Pratt set the verdict aside and said 
the nurses were the victims of 
circumstantial evidence in the 3-
month trial which garnered 
national headlines in both the 
U niied States and the Philippines. 
After giving careful con-
sideration lo the many important 
factors involved," Robinson said, 
"The Unifed States attorney has 
decided that he should seek a 
dismissal of the case rather than 
proceed with a new trial.'' liMB I, II, Ill· ECFMO ·FLEX: VQE 
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS 
Flexible Programs & Hours 
!£here IS 11 differene:em 
For Information Please Call: 
291l-OLll6 !~=~~· 10712 EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
S h . ht NE TEST PREPARATION OOW e1g S SPECIALISTS SINCE 193B 
Albuq. New Mex. MCAT Classes 
' 87112 StartFeb.18 
Outside N.Y. State Only CAll TOLL FREE: 800·223·1782 
Centers In Malar US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and lugano, Switzerland 
Robinsion said his decision "was 
not arrived al quickly or easily. It 
required re"reading all of the 
factual testimony concerning the 
victims who would be the primary 
subjects of attention in a new trial. 
.. ·sUNGLASS HD'OTS 
Ray-Bans, P~to-Chrome, 
Gr11dients, Mirr rs, or Polorized. 
· Casey Op ical Co. 
(ncx' dvor to cascy Rexoll Drr~g 
Lomas at Washington 
255·6329 
,, 
" 
f Argeritine Theater 
. Tour Canceled 
I For Handicapped Children 
Seniors to Train as Aides z " 
An Argentine theatrical company which was scheduled to perform at 
UNM's Keller Hall Friday Feb. 3 has canceled the performance, a UNM 
official said . 
Dr. Marshall Nason, director of the UNM Latin American Center, said 
a telegram from the group's director in Buenos Aires indicated that the 
Argentine government was unable to provide funding for the theatrical 
company's American trip. 
UNM and other universities in the southwest and west had arranged to 
provide part of the company's travel costs. 
"However, lack of Argentine government funding has made the tour 
impossible to carry out," Nason said. ''It is very regrettable because a 
number of Albuquerque residents had expressed their desire to see the 
group's all-Spanish production about the history of Argentine theatre." 
Volunteer 
Program 
Expanded 
Bernalillo County Medical 
Center (BCMC), teaching 
hospital of UNM, is expanding 
its volunteer program to provide 
escorts for all newly-admitted 
patients. In addition to this 
opportunity for volunteers, 
there are openings on the in-
formation desk, in out-patient 
clinics and in BCMC's diver-
sional therapy program. 
Persons interested in com-
munity service who can give at 
least three hours on any day of 
the week should call the BCMC 
Volunteer Office. 
Seminar 
On 'Ego' 
Planned 
A new concept of ego and its 
clinical applicatons will be 
discussed· at a seminar this weekend 
presented by UNM psychiatry 
department. 
Two faculty members from the 
Institute for the Study of 
Psychotherapy in New York, 
Gertrude and Rubin Blanck, will 
discuss developmental ego 
psychology, its historical roots and 
its relation to normal psychological 
development. 
Sessions will be held Saturday 
and Sunday (Feb 4 and 5) at the 
Sheraton · Old Town Inn. 
Additional information may be 
obtained from the UNM office of 
continuing medical education. 
More than I 00 professionals 
from New Mexico and other states 
have preregistered for the seminar. 
Lectureship Established 
An annual lectureship at UNM School of Medicine has been 
established in honor of the late Dr. Paul A. Eicher, chief of pediatrics 
at Lovelace-Bataan Medical Center. 
Dr. Eicher, who was killed in a plane crash last summer, was a 
clinical professor at the medical school. 
The lectureship in the medical school's department of pediatrics is 
being established because of Dr. Eicher's long-standing interest in 
encocrinology of children, especially those with diabetes, said Dr. 
Robert Greenberg, UNM chairman of pediatraics. 
Speakers chosen to present the lectures will discuss the advances of 
diabetes in children. 
Employment Opportunities 
For Chemists Discussed 
The role of chemists in industry 
and government as well as em-
ployment opportunities in each will 
be discussed during a "Chemical 
Career Insights's program at the 
UNM chemistry department, Feb. 
9. 
The program, which is sponsored 
by the American Chemistry 
Society's Younger Chemists 
Committee, will feature prominent 
representatives from some of the 
country's leading chemical 
laboratories and industries. It 
addresses such topics as career 
preparation and opportunities, 
making the transition from 
academic to industrial life and the 
role of the chemist in industry. 
"The program is directed toward 
people who will very shortly by 
looking for a job in the chemical 
industry, particularly juniors, 
seniors and graduate students," 
~aid Robert E. Tapscott, as,ociate 
professor of chemistry at UNM and 
one of the local organizers for the 
program. 
The other local coordinator is 
Robert T. Pine, assistant professor 
of chemistry at UNM. 
Among the speakers on the 
program will be AI Prince, director 
of product. research for Dow 
Chemical Company, and A. J. 
Mabis, coordinator of Ph.D. 
recruiting for Proctor and Gamble, 
Inc. Other institutions to be 
represented include Sandia 
Laboraties, Monsanto, Continental 
Oil Company and the U.S. Naval 
Research Lab. 
The fee for the program, which 
will be held at the New Mexico 
Union Theatre at UNM is $2. 
Registration forms must be sub-
mitted by Feb. 6. 
A tuition-free workshop to train 
senior citizens to act as aides in the 
education of handicapped children 
will begin Feb. 13 at UNM. 
Dr. Frank Papcsy of the UNM 
health, physical education and 
recreation department said this is 
the last time the federal Title I 
workshop will be offered at UNM. 
"The federal money for the 
programs runs out this year," he 
said. ~ 
Offered through the UNM 
Continuing Education Division, the 
program trains persons 45-years-
old and older to work with mentally 
retarded, learning disabled, 
physically handicapped and 
emotionally disturbed children. 
"The workshop provides par-
ticipants with the understanding to 
work as aides and volunteers in 
schools and institutions where 
handicapped children are being 
educated," Papcsy said. 
The workshop will offer two 
afternoon classes on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays for 10 
weeks. "Classes will meet for two 
hours each time," Papcsy ex-
plained. "Field experiences will be 
arranged on an individual basis 
after completion of the course." 
Last year 93 persons received 
training through the workshop. 
"Many of our trainees are now 
working as aides with the 
Albuquerque Public Schools and in 
other organizations," he said. 
"This semester we will be able to 
train about 50 people." 
Papcsy said the "whole success 
of the program has been that senior 
Covers~ 
._'JIV.-go'n. 
Makers of Hand Made 
Indian Jewelry 
OLDTOWN 
citizens have found a way to utilize 
their time in a way they think is 
productive. It has helped them 
maintain their sense of productivity 
rather than feel a loss of dignity 
from a lack of opportunities to 
contribute. 1 think other programs 
that utilize senior citizens should be 
devised." 
The workshop has been a unique 
project, he said. "I don't know of 
any other program like it in the 
nation. There are senior citizen 
~
~ 
programs, but none of them ~­
operate on the concept of having 0 
senior citizens go back to work.'' Cl ~. 
Papcsy is working with officials .:< 
at Eastern New Mexico University, r 
New Mexico State University and @ 
the College of Santa Fe to help 0 
them write grant proposals for "t1 
similar workshops. g. 
He said the registration deadline 2 
for the UNM program is Feb. 20. Q 
Classes will be held in Room 109 "' 
of Orteg Hall on the UNM campus. 
Get a FREE BIC 
Banana Pen 
witl1. the purchase of 
a LGt.rge Coke at 
The Casa Del Sol 
TheTioVivo 
The Pronto 
New Mexico Union Food Service 
.,-------------------------::-------------------------- ----
Editorial 
Tight Britche.s · 
Trying to use Johnson and Carlisle gyms as recreational facilities for a 
campus of 20,000-plus, is a little like trying to fit a growing teenager into 
clothes you bought him last year. If you squeeze, you can get the 
essentials in, but there's a lot left out in the cold. 
It seems to us that there are too many students ''left out in the cold" 
when it comes to recreation at UNM. 
UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS HAVE MADE a $4.1 million remodeling 
job of Carlisle and Johnson gyms their second priority on the campus 
building list. But because UNM is asking the state legislature for some 
$9.8 million for a biomedical research building, it seems highly unlikely 
that any action on the gymnasium facelifts will be taken this year. 
That is, it's highly unlikely anything will be done unless the students 
and the University get off their butts and get going. And we think the 
students should take the initiative. 
If you've ever tried to get a basketball court at Johnson gym on a 
Friday afternoon and had to wait an hour for a court, you should be 
writing your legislator. · 
If you've ever tried to make reservations to play racquetball and 
found the next available time was the following week, you ought to 
write to President William Davis and let him know. 
If you've ever been kicked off a basketball court beca.use a volleyball 
class had to use the gym floor, you ought to cut out this editorial and 
send it to University Architect VanDorn Hooker. 
WE REALLY CAN'T BLAME the University for not taking 
aggressive steps toward improving the facilities because there has been 
little pushing them. 
Carlisle gym is almost as old the University itself and Johnson gym 
was built for a campus population less than half of what it is now. UNM 
lags far behind other area schools in terms of recreation space. 
It's time something was done about it. 
While we continue to build our minds with new academic buildings, 
we must not forget to take care of our bodies. We are certain that many 
more people on campus would utilize recreational facilities if they didn't 
have to worry about getting crowded out. 
WE HAVE A TOP TEN BASKETBALL team in a glorious and 
exciting Arena. And yet we have second-rate facilities for the rest of the 
20,000 students. 
With a hard shove from the student body, a new deck to Johnson 
gym with greatly improved facilities might be a reality before you 
graduate. 
Frozen Brains 
It's got to be a cold day -in hell when you find yourself on the same 
side of the fence with Oakland A's owner Charlie Finley, and this is one 
ofthose cold days. · 
Finley, the much-maligned businessman who has a nasty habit of 
treating baseball players like garbage, recently lost another round with 
baseball commissioner Bowie Kuhn. 
FINLEY TRIED TO SELL PITCHER VIDA BLUE to the Cincinnati 
Reds for $1.25 million and a minor league player. Kuhn negated the deal 
"in the best interests of baseball," saying it would swing the balance of 
major league teams. 
This was not the first time Kuhn has exercise tyrannical powers in 
negating Finley swaps. In 1976, the commissioner said Finley couldn't 
sell Oakland stars Joe Rudi, Sal Banda and Rollie Fingers because it 
wouldn't be "in the best interests of baseball." Finley tried to unload 
the players for cold cash because he knew they were playing out their 
options and would not be required to play for Oakland the next season. 
Finley figured he might as well get something for the players before 
they got away. 
All Kuhn's decision cost Finley was a little more than $3 million. And 
this is in baseball's best interests? 
WE'D LIKE TO ASK MR. KUHN if letting players jump a team that 
has spent thousands of dollars developing them is in "the best interests 
of baseball?" 
Instead of letting Finley get the money with which to buy other 
players, Kuhn lets them jump and leaves Finely empty-handed. What 
kind of logic is this? 
KUHN AND FINLEY HAVE BEEN at odds with each other for 
many years mainly due to the fact that Finley can be a stubborn in-
corrigible fool. But we are ashamed that the commissioner of this land's 
greatest game is allowing his personal emotions to turn into a vendetta 
that is ruining this great game. 
Finley is certainly no angel, but it is Kuhn who has caused the cold 
snap in hell. 
LOBO ediiorlat phone 217·6666 
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Bert's Lance 
'by Bert Almy 
Times A-Changing 
The times sure are a-changing. This was confirmed two weeks ago 
when the director of campus police, Berry Cox, said that a person on 
campus who is smoking marijuana and behaving orderly probably will 
not be arrested. The marijuana contraband will be confiscated, Cox 
said. 
Put aside for a moment the issue of whether smoking a marijuana 
cigaret should be illegal, decriminalized or legal. 
Our society, for whatever reasons, has demonstrated on two major 
occasions this century that on the issues of alcohol and marijuana it is 
determined to enforce prohibiting laws even to the extent of tearing 
apart the valuable sodial fabric. 
Two generations in this country have now grown up in fear of the 
police. This fear goes beyond the healthy respect for the police that 
must exist. This fear stems from the harrassment of the lifestyles of 
these two generations who went underground to live it. The message is 
clear;. our society is quite willing to allow laws to be enforced by the 
police which are not acceptable to large numbers of people. 
Smoking marijuana is not the essence of the lifestyle of the today's 
younger generation, but it represents a manner of socializing much like 
the use of alcohol. It is also a symbol of how one generation is different 
. from another. To be harassed at this symbolic level is a sure signal that 
to live is to live underground. 
In a moment of reflection perhaps today's younger generation can 
understand that each generation is different. The younger generation 
can learn from the mistakes of their elders and focus their attention not 
upon the prohibition of alcohol or marijuana or other devices that come 
along, but expend time and energy in returning to what iseimportant. 
What is important? Perhaps the lesson that joy comes from human 
contact which alcohol or marijuana help us to celebrate. 
Defends Readers 
Editor: 
The Slumber Party would like to defend the "readers" against the 
"inane ramblings" of the LOBO editor. A couple of comments seem in 
order concerning the "No Readers" column in Friday's LOBO. 
It seems to us that the LOBO is a prime example of why the printed 
media is not read much. The LOBO is sometimes unreadable (eg. last 
semesters "sex survey''), sometimes difficult to follow, and often as 
not, just too dry. Nothing could be more boring to the average reader 
than pages of ads mixed with a few regurgitated UPI propaganda 
releases. Most people buy newspapers not to read about the workings 
of the UNM switchboard or even Sadat's visit with Carter. Most people 
get a paper to read the comics, the sports, Ann Landers, their 
horoscope, or to do the crossword puzzle. Wh.Jt is true of the LOBO is 
true of newspapers generally. 
The fall of great civilizations is not a result of lazy and uninformed 
readers, but rather a media that becomes so boring and unbelievable 
that people no longer trust its information. We fail to see how a half 
page rap on cluster headaches is "stimulating to the mind" as opposed 
to entertaining a Ia "The National Enquirer". There are very exciting 
things going on at this University and in the world beyond, but the 
LOBO and many of its otherworld counterparts are too busy in-
terviewing bureacrates and long winded politicos to even notice . 
What is this "free press" that Mr. Gallagher parades before .u~? 
When is the last time the LOBO did an actual p1ece .(lf investi9ative 
reporting? When is the. last time the LOBO actually took on the role of 
government-watch~ rMher than goVernment runnln'(J dog 7 
One last thing bothers us about the latest ramblir!g$ of the 'l.ORQ 
editor. That is the rather blatant sexism involved. Mr. Gallagher is 
concerned that women T.V. personalities are more often recognized-by 
the "masses" than male politicos. When the editor speaks of the 
"history of man" is he not refering to the history of humanity? Finally, 
why are the ramblings of "Laverne and Shirly" any 111ore inane than 
thosfl of the "Six Million Dollar Man"? 
Ken Kietzke 
Slumber Party 
DOONESBURY 
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'I:h!lfsday; Febfuluy 2 
KUNM News at 9am & 5pm. 
UP! News at 1, 6, 8, I lam, 
1 and9pm. · 
Noon: Blues album by Robert Jr. 
Lockwood will be featured. 
7:30pm- Hugo Blanco: Tape of a 
speech he made at UNM in 
.December about his e~periences as 
a Latin American revolutionary . 
. Friday, February 3 
Noon- Album by "Mallard" is 
featured. 
7pm - Longp!ayer: a yet to be 
determined Lp is tracked. 
9pm -lpm- Asylum Show: For 
lunatics in cowboy hats. 
. Saturday, February 4 
5- 9pm- Hot Lix: Oldies. 
9pm -'"lam- The Ghetto- Soul 
music. 
lam - Only The Radio: Greg 
Johns plays his music live. 
bout People_ 
ALI SUES PLAYGIRL 
NE~ yoRK- Muhammed Ali Tuesday sued Playgirl magazine 
for $4 m1_lhon for allegedly publishing a nude likeness of him in its 
February 1ssue. 
. A~i, in pap~rs filed in U -~· district court, said the likeness violated 
h1s nght to pnvacy and exposed him to public ridicule. 
The heavyweight boxing champion asked that the magazine be 
barred from further distribution and sale of the issue. · 
MOVE ALONG, STACEY 
~ONDON - American skateboard champion Stacey Peralta 
arnved for a 10-day tour of Britain and had a brush with the law right 
outside the airport. 
A London bo?by stopped Peralta, 18, of Santa Monica, Calif., 
when he rode h1s skateboard for photographers on the sidewalk 
outside the airport building. 
"We have enough trouble with skateboards without encouraging 
them," the bobby said. "now move along." 
CORNELIA SEES GOV 
MONTGOMERY, ALA.- A clock, a picture and a punchbown 
set. 
Those were 11mong the items Gov. George C. Wallace's ex-wife 
Cornelia, picked up during a visit to the governor's mansion. ' 
"She came out here to get her clock, her picture, how bowl set and 
some other personal effects she had left at the mansion " a spokesman · 
for Wallace said. ' 
The Wallaces were divorced Jan. 4 after an out-of-court settlement. 
Wallace gave her $75,000 one-time alimony and several articles in-
cluding a clock, a painting, a microwave oven, a punch bowl set a~d a 
television. 
The spo~esman said Mrs. Wallace's visit was the first meeting 
be tween her and the governor since the divorce was granted. 
CHIP .IN ISRAEL 
. JERUSALEM - Chip Carter said Tuesday the Israeli people 
Impressed him with their kindess and warmth during his one-week 
stay. 
"There are a lot of things we intend to do when we come back and 
we do hope to," President Carter's 27-year-old son said. 
Ca~ter and hi~ . wife, Caron, headed a 425-member group of 
Amencans who VISited Israel as part of Friendship Force, an exhange 
program sponsored by First Lady Rosalyn Carter. 
"I think my greatest impression is the friendliness and warmth of 
the people we have met here," Carter said after a brief meeting with 
Deputy Prime Minister Vi gael Yadin. 
For The First Time 
in New Mexieo 
we a•·e serving Iranian dishes 
plus the old 1nenu 
(grinder sandwich) 
Iral)ian Dishes served: 
Friday from 4-9 pm 
Saturday from 12-9 pm 
This Friday and Sa tn.-day: 
SeaJ•ehing Band 
6to9p•n 
Come and enjoy our new friendly place 
and have lunch with live entertainment 
fnnn 12-2 pm daily 
.. 
· . 
N 
The Student Organization for 
Latin American Studies and 
Budweiser are sponsoring a partv 
for the Albuquerque Aardvarks 
Rugby club Friday at 9 p.m. at the 
International Center, J 808 Las 
LomasNE. 
The Campus Crusade for Christ 
will hold its weekly meeting tonight 
.... .-... 
·-' • ' • ·' • ... ' •• .... ..: ' "4 •• • 
IS 
The Student Publication Board 
will meet today at 3:.30 p m · • ' ll1 
Marron Hall room 104. 
There are forms available at the 
GSA office .in room 209 of the SUB 
for graduate department group 
"special idea" funding. 
Conceptions Southwest, UNM's 
new publication of creative arts is 
accepting submissions from UNM 
students and staff until Feb, 28. 
Send all submissions in duplicate 
and standard form to UNM Box 20 
or bring to Marron Hall room 105. 
at 7 at Mechanical Engineering -iaiiai.ii~ti~iiiiict~aiiaiii1itii1=iiiiiii room 102. 
The Wagon Wheel Square Dance 
Club is dancing in the SUB 
ballroom tonight and every other 
Thursday night at 7. No partner or 
experience necessary. 
All department graduate 
associations please submit number 
of graduate students to the GSA for 
this semester's allocation. 
GSA Council meeting 
Saturda_y, Feb. 4, 10 a.m. 
Room 250-A SUB 
All Gra.dua.te Students Welcome 
. .. 
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FREE BONUS 
$50.00 
WARRANTY CERTIFICATE FOR 4 YEARS 
PARTS AND LABOR ON RECEIVER! 
LP Album with above purchase and Student ID! 
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Snow falls over the UNM mall during one of this weeks mild snow storm. 
life· Suspension Probed 
NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. (UP!)- Pennsylvania 
scientists are seeking the secret of suspended 
animation by studying an air-breathing ·fish that 
burrows into mud and slows body functions in deep 
sleep for up to two years. 
without food or water. 
The creature is called a lungfish because it can either 
breathe water using gills or air using lungs, depending 
on the conditions of its often-changing tropical en-
vironment. 
Rare ... yet so well-done 1 
9t'A -~~~. ~ ~· ~Jli6''1- V"tr ~ 
"Our ultimate interest is reproducing suspended 
animation (in humans)," said Dr. Alfred Fishman, 
professor of Medicine at the University of Penn-
sylvania in Philadelphia. "It's not beyond the realm of 
imagination. 
"We would like to have a way by which we could 
cause a suspension of life at a lower metabolic level.'' 
Fishman told an American Heart Association 
meeting that its potential for medicine alone would be 
great. Life functions of critically ill people could be 
slowed so doctors could concentrate solely on the 
ailment and surgeons would be able to operate with 
little interference from breathing, heart operation or 
other functions. 
Under ordinary circumstances, the African lungfish 
inhabits the .shallow waters of Jakes and rivers in 
Central Africa. During hot, dry seasons, the 4-foot 
creature escapes death by disappearing into mud, 
hollowing out a chamber in which it may nestle for 
months until water returns. 
When encased in its subterranean nest, the lungfish 
becomes dormant. Its heart and respiratory rates slow, 
its kidneys stop functioning and its oxygen intake 
drops. 
.. 
The process is called estivation. Little is known 
about it, but Fishman said estivation may be merely a 
more intense level of hibernation which appears to be 
a deeper level of ordinary sleep. 
Fishman and colleagues have been studying the 
strange fish for years to see how it is able to slow its 
metabolic operations and survive for long periods 
The scientists study lungfish flown to Philadelphia 
from Africa, but lungfish also- are found in Australia 
and in the Amazon region of South America. • 
Financial Aid 
lnfor•••ation 
Question & Answer· Session 
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Ordinary Sailor's Life 
Wasn't Close to This 
NEW YORK (UPI)-There's 
nothing about the current cruise of 
the Queen Elizabeth 2 that every 
seaworthy deck swabber hasn't 
experienced. 
Nothing, except that the 1,400 
passengers are paying between 
$18,000 and $160,000 to be carried 
to 28 exotic ports on four con-
tinents in the next three months. 
That they'll dine nightly on caviar, 
, lobster and vintage wines, and that 
they'll retire nightly to Juxury 
,, -quarters with freshly made beds, 
,fJlowers delivered daily, and oft-
,;: Teplenished baskets of fresh 'fruit . 
Just an ordinary sailor's life. 
supplies befitting the tastes of its 
customers: it will serve 378,000 
meals during the cruise, and in that 
time exhaust the two tons of caviar, 
38,000 puounds of lobster, 25,000 
bottles of wine and tons of fresh 
furuit and vegetables. 
Its most famous passengers 
include actor Dana Andrews, 
Comedian Bill Cosby, film critic 
Rex Reed-who personally selected 
the SO movies to 'tle shown on 
board-and singer L~.Cantrell. 
Dispelling the }~i~'reotypes of 
previous decades1· ,·th.ere is no /'"' .. , 
shuffleboard lane .. • ···~ 
Wednesday, February 8 in the 
Student Union Ballroom 
The round-the-world curuise that 
began last month is the third for the 
world's largest passenger ship, and 
by far its most impresive. 
"It's a little piece of nautical 
hi.,tory," said Bill North, a 
spokesman for Cunard Lines i-t d., 
which owns the QE 2. 
There are, howe~cjour pools 
(two indoor and t\VO:,outdoor) a 
jogging· track, a n1fi~fliole putting 
green, a 534-seat the~\er and mini-
courses available oll every topic 
from physical fitness to finance. 
"It's a comfortable way to 
travel," North said. "Arter going 
on a cruise like this, some people 
never want to fly again. 3 tu 4 pm and 4 to S pm 
Deadline for completed financial 
aid forms is Mareh l., :1978 
(fpr Summer 1978 and Fall, 
Spring 1978-79) 
This particular page of· the 
history book contains some in-
teresting statistics: Prices for the 
suites on board the 963-foot liner 
begin at $18,000-what North calls 
"our humblest quarters. 
"For $18,000 you get a room 
with a private bathroom-only a 
shower, not a tub-a console, a 
radio, a wardrobe, furniture and a 
place to entertain guests." 
The top of the tine QE 2 lodging 
is a sprawling piece of floating 
fantasy that would cost $160,000 if 
kept for the entire cruise. On this 
trip, the luxury suite will be oc-
cupied by different parties at 
various times. 
It also has a private bath. 
The ship's galley has laid in 
Seminar Covers 
'Developmental' 
Bird Strategies 
A discussion of "Developmental 
Strategies in Birds" will be 
presented in a seminar at the UNM 
department of biology, today. 
The seminar will be given by Dr. 
Robert Ricklefs from the University 
of Pennsylvania biology depart-
ment. · 
The talk wilt begin at 3;30 p.m. in 
Room 139 of the UNM biology 
building. 
Medical School 
Faculty Membe·r 
Die·s a~ Age ·as 
Dr. Arch Christian Sonntag, assistant professor of obstetrics and 
gynecology at the UNM School of Medicine, died Tuesday of an 
apparent heart attack, four days after his"38th birthday. 
Sonntag joined the UNM Medical School in 1975. Born and raised 
in Salt Lake City, Utah, he earned his medical doctor's degree from 
the University of Florida and his PH.D. i_n chemistry from the 
UniversityofUtah' -
Sonntag was a member of Alpha Omega Alpha, the medical 
honorary, and the scientific honorary Sigma Chi Xi. 
A consultant to St. Vincent Hospital in Santa Fe, he completed his 
residency in obstetrics and gynecology at the University of Wisconsin 
Medical School. 
An education fund· for "his four children has been established at the 
medical school. The family has requested that donations be made to 
the fund in lieu of flowers. . 
Memorial donations for Dr. Sonntag's children may be made to 
Mrs. Norma Sonntag, in care of the UNM School of Medicine, 
department of obstetrics and gynecology. 
Chinese Student Group 
Plans New Year Bash 
The UNM Chinese Student 
Association ·will hold its annual 
dinner-festival to celebrate Chinese 
New Year Feb. 5 at 6 p.m. at the 
Newman Center, 1815 Las Lomas 
NEon the UNM campus. 
Janguyh Yao, president of the 
association, said only 200 tickets 
will be sold for the New Year's Eve 
celebration. Ticket prices are $3 for 
membc.rs and $4 for non-members. 
He said an 11-course dinner will 
be served and the Newman Center 
will be decorated with traditional 
Chinese scrolls and paper cuttings. 
Chinese music and a lion play will 
also be presented during the 
festival. 
"The new year in the Republic of 
· China is traditionally celebrated for 
about 10 days," Yao said. 
"Preparation of New Year's foods 
begins in December. A kind of 
eating marathon begins on the eight 
day of the 12th moon and lasts until 
the ·first week of the second moon. 
It is also a custom among the rich to 
cook a large pot of congee for the 
poor and the young." 
1-Ie said the traditional New 
Year's Eve celebration in China is 
highlighted by firecrackers and the 
preparation of dumplings. New 
Year's Day is· reserved for the 
family, he said. 
More information about the 
student association's dinner-festival 
is available from the UNM 
International Center, 1808 Las 
LomasNE. 
Creative Contributions 
so·ught by Magazine 
PHYLLIS KNOX 
LOBO Staff Writer 
"Anyone from UNM professors 
to UNM kitchen staff is invited to 
submit to Conceptions," said Leslie 
Donovan, the magazine's public 
relations manager. 
Conceptions-Southwest, edited 
by Rick Celum, is a new art and 
literary publ~c~~tion conceived and 
staffed by UNM students who 
wanted to provide a "needed outlet 
for creative talent," she said." 
That creative talent encompasses 
pottery, weaving, sculpture, prose, 
poetry, graphics, paintings, 
photography,_ or any creative 
combination of the former, 
Donovan said. 
The purpose of Conceptions is to 
give exposure to non-professionals 
she said. 
The first issue, funded by 
Student Publications, is a "one-
shot thing," Donovan said, but the 
goal of the magazine is self-
sufficiency, so it will cost between 
$1 and $1.50. 
Submissions will be selected on a 
point system. The staff from each 
of the four categories, poetry, 
prose, fine art and photography, 
will attribute one to five points for 
each submission in that category. 
The submissions with the most 
points will be the ones to appear in 
the April 15 edition of Con-
ceptions, she said. 
"We want to be really 
representative of UNM and what's 
going on here creatively," she said. 
Conceptions will be half art and 
half literature. 
Three-dimensional selections, 
such as sculpture or pottery will be 
photographed for publication by a 
member of the staff, she said. 
Photographic submissions should 
be black and white only. 
The advisory board for Con-
ceptions includes professional 
writers Gene Frumkin and Rudolfo 
A. Anaya. : 
Send submissions to: Con-
ceptions - Southwest 
UNMBox20 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 
or take thein Jo -room 105 Marron . 
Hall. Deadlineh Febuary 28, 1978. 
.;Do You Need 
<.Jt· .. , Cash? 
.in $15.00 a week 
Donate Twice Weekly 
Blood 
Plasma 
Donor Center 
8 am to 5 pm 
Tuesday - Saturday 
Doctor in 
residence 
842-6991 
Albuquerque 
1307 Central NE 
Among American Teens 
Interest in Politics Declines 
z 
" :<. 
s:.: 
" X 
' WASHINGTON (UP I)-In the it as belonging to the legislative 
branch of government, a decline of 
14 percentage points from 1969. 
was "Disappointing but not sur- §" 
year~ after Watergate and Vietnam, 
American teen-agers showed 
declining knowledge of government 
and less interest in politics, but 
increased respect for the poor and 
other races, a new study said 
Wednesday. 
The study, financed by the 
Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, compared responses 
from '1)45,000 teens questioned in 
the 1969-70 and 1971-72 school 
years to responses in 1975-76. 
One purpose was to determine 
what changes occurred in political 
·knowledge during Watergate, the 
Vietnam War and campus unrest. 
The study showed that teen .. age 
awareness of government declined 
by the time of the 1975-76 study: 
-Knowledge of Congress 
"underwent a sizeable decline." 
Knowledge of local government 
declined. Fewer teens are par-
ticipating in the political process. 
-Recognition of constitutional 
rights declined.slightly. 
-There was considerable un-
certainty about how presidential 
candidates are chosen, even though 
the survey was conducted during a 
presidential election year. 
-When dsked about a state 
assembly, 55 per cent of the 
students in 1976 correctly identified 
-Slightly fewer teens believe 
libraries should have books that 
speak against democracy. 
The study showed improvement, 
however, in teen-age respect for 
persons of other incomes and races. 
Concern for the rights of those 
accused of crimes also increased. 
But teens were more likely to be 
openminded about people of other 
races if the encounter was not too 
close. Asked if they would be 
willing to have a person of another 
race live in their neighborhood, 
vote in elections or attend their 
-church, more said yes on elections 
and churches than neighborhoods. 
The study was done by the 
National Assessment of 
Educational Progress, which 
conducts annual surveys in 10 
subject areas. 
Anna Ochoa, President of the 
National Council for the Social 
Studies, said the declining· 
k of teens on 
, prising." CJ 
"Social studie> is receiving very ~ 
low priority in the (school) ';:. 
curriculum and the attrition rate of 0 
these courses is very high," she 1:'5 
said. 
'1j 
R. Freeman Butts, chairman of g. 
an advisory panel of the National 2 
Task Force on Citizenship .';d 
Education, said the situation ..., 
"nee<)s prompt and drastic at-
tention by the public and educators 
alike." 
' ' 
. SCHWINN ' 
February Special 
Complete- Lube & 
Adjustments 
10% off Reg. 
Albq. Schwinn Cyclery 
4404 Menaul N.E. 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87110 
256-7921 
Clearance 
.. 
; 
' 
~ 
Buyl 
Get 2 Free 
·or 50% off 
(on al~ winter clothing) 
tt&e· 
General Store 
111 Harvard S.E. 
(across from UNM) 
8117 Menaul N.E. 
(across from Hoffmantown) 
• 
For the best in clothing 
and head supplies 
-~. 
·~, 
.. 
. 
. rt ',: . .' '.,• 
Jo~~an~!~~o!~:!e,!e~!1~~1 Lively 
Uy JANE QUESNEL 
Although deeply philosophical at heart, John Denver's newest album 
never drags. I Want to Live is about living and life itself, from the heart-
rendering title cut to the stompin' blue-grass "Druthers." 
~ Denver wrote seven of the 11 cuts, and most seem to speak his own Z beliefs and feelings. 1 · 
~ .Bill Danoff's "Dearest Esmeralda': stands out among the numbers 
~ Denver didn't write. More and more of Danoffs material is being sung 
ll.. outside his group, and Denver's choice seems naturally suited to his voice 
and style; · 
U nlv•ralty Stor• 
2222 C•ntral S.E. 
255-2225 
ffion.-Thura.10-10 
Fri. Sat. 10-12 
Sun.12-6 
rm sick and tired Of spending a 
fortune on tapes and records 
and rm not going to take it 
anymore! 
"Gettln Better • 
All The Time" 
Uptown Stor• 
4517 C•ntral N.E. 
266-9887 
ffion.-Sat. 10-8 
Sun.12-6 
'l'his F•·iday Night 
In The 
IIIWIY 1!1!181 
111 The Stndeu-t Union 
Bnildiug Baseltl·eut' ... · 
Red llot Itock & Ro~llVith 
fllll&ill 
Dttll OPIIIT 8:3& l.R. 
Ad111ission Prices 
Students S:t.OO each 
~:::., (lVi-th J.D., Pins One Gues-t) ~:::;-t 
I'" 81.00 eaeb l1 
Pnblic S2.00 
Buyl FREE 
Getl 
5-7 Mon.- Fri. 
Mon.& Wed. FREE BEER* 
8:30pm-10pm 
Tues.&Thurs. LADIES NIGHTS* 
8:30pm-10pm 
(All Ladies Well Drinks FREE) 
"$1.00 Cover 
Lunches Served Mon. -Fri. 
Boogie To: 
Showdown 
Uncle Nasty's 
Vbder Ne-w Management 
Entertainment 6 Nites 4418 Central S·E 
~~ [e[j)()iJC))~ 
coceCD~coceco~~~~~ 
The Joffrey II Dnncers will tGke the stGge Gt 
Tumlng Point fot Joffte.Y 
The beautiful design and 
movement of ballet can be seen at 
Popejoy Hall Friday night at 8:15 
p.m. and Saturday at 2:15 p.m. as 
the visiting Joffrey II Dancers show 
their magic. 
Joffrey II Dancers is a company 
of 12 young professional dancers 
participating in a unique program 
designed to give them the artisitc 
and performance experience to 
prepare them to move quickly into 
soloist roles in the J6ffrey I and 
other great ballet companies of the 
world. The dancers range from 16 
to 20 years of age and they remain 
in the company from one to three 
years. 
Twenty-four of the 44 dancers 
currently on the J offrey I roster 
developed through Joffrey II. 
Except for one member of the 
company who retired from dan-
cing, all members of the Joffrey II 
since its inception in 1970 have 
found successfui careers in such 
companies as American Ballet 
Theatre, the National Ballet of 
Can'lda, Frankfurt Ballet, Atlanta 
Ballet, Eliot Feld Company, the 
Bejart Ballet and other European 
companies. One former Joffrey II 
dancer who went on to the Joffrey I 
eventually moved to the Stuttgart 
Ballet and is now one of their six 
principal ballerinas. Her husband', 
also a member of Joffrey II, is a 
dancer with the Stuttgart Ballet and 
has choreographed one of their 
important ballets. 
The J offrey 11 dancers are 
selected at Regional Ballet Festivals 
and ballet schools throughout 
North America . All of the dancers 
spend some time at the American 
Ballet Center (the official school of 
the J offrey Ballet) and when they 
are ready to enter J of frey I the most 
talented are selected for the intense 
period of coaching and performing 
offered by the J offrey II: During 
the past few seasons members of 
the J offrey II have come from 
Califorpia, Colorado, Florida, 
Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, 
Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, New 
Jersey, New York, Texas, Virginia, 
Puerto Rico and the British West 
Indies. The performance schedule 
of the company has taken them to 
almost every state in the union on 
one-night tours by bus and week 
long residencies on university 
campuses. The dancers learn to 
perform under difficult conditions 
·and great pressure. 
In addition to coaching and 
performing, the company members 
have the opportunity to work in a 
creative experience with young 
choreographers commissioned to 
provide new works for the 
Compiled by ROBERT SPIEGEL 
Traveller: Here's a chance to 
hear this remarkable band on 
UNM's home turf, the Subway 
Station in the basement of the 
SUB. 'Fravcller will play Friday 
night only, and admission is $1 for 
students, $2 for the general public. 
Dixie Diesels: Bringing tight-
western swing up from Austin, 
Texas, this recording group will 
keep the Headquarters on Central 
driving through Saturday. 
H. Hopper Band: Hot rock and 
roll at the Friar's Pub this week, 
on Lomas between San Pedro and 
Louis ian: 
Clams: Friday night at Okie'. 
Lounge there will be a special 
performance of the Clams, playing 
everything from punk to country 
to infinity. 
Made in the Shade: Donna, Sid 
and a couple of Scotts seem to 
have found a home for their varied 
styles at the new Turn of the 
Century Club in the Winrock . 
Mall. 
PANCHO ViLLA 
TEQUILA 
repertory. Joffrey II Company 
members understudy roles with the 
Joffrey I and occasionitlly perform 
with Joffrey I during its New York 
season. 
The Joffrey II company has been 
acclaimed throughout North 
America by critics and audiences 
alike and it has been called by Clive 
Barnes of the New York Times, 
"The best small classic ballet 
company in the country." 
Gold Rush: Tom Parrott and th,t. 
group will be stopping by for a 
couple crazy nights this Friday and 
Saturday at the Apollo Lounge on 
San Mateo at Lomas. 
Dave ·Ain't Here:' AlVin Cro(V · ·- • 
won't be there either (cancelled), 
but Debora Jean will try to make 
up for it at the Golden Inn this 
Friday and Saturday. 
Planets: Landing back down on 
its home base, the Planets will 
keep Ned's on Central spinning 
through the week. 
Cosmic Charlie: Alfalfa's on 
Lomas between Washington anc. 
San Mateo will be the site of King · 
Rock meets Lady Jazz, a fusion of 
styles through Saturday. 
Macho Power: I'll leave that 
name alone. Catch the men at the 
Latin Quarter through the 
weekend. 
Spring Creek: "They're just like 
all the bands we get here." Spring 
Creek will play the Chelsea Street 
Pub at the Coronado Mall this 
week. 
Outlaw Blues Band: Home, 
home on the west mesa, country 
sounds at the Palamino Club on 
· north Coors through the weekend. 
Carl Silva and Street Talk: Latin, 
soul, funk and rock will stride into 
the Friar's East just north of the 
freeway on Wyoming this week. 
Uncle Bert: Not country, but a 
country flavor to go with the steak 
sauce at the Establishment at the 
Montgomery Mall on north San 
Mateo. 
Sneak Preview: Catch a glimpse 
of this mysterious group at the 
Fogg's Bar in the Albuquerque Inn 
this weekend. 
Patent Pending: Sky Blue plus 
two will keep the pizza "aters 
dancing at the Hog's Breath 
Saloon on north San Mateo this 
week. 
Jackson Cane's Magic: Coun-
trified music at the Monastery Inn 
at Eubank and Menaul through 
the week. 
STEREO CAMPUS REP WA NTEDI 
Hungry entrepreneunal type needed to sell 
name brand HI-h. oar stereo. TV, etc to 
tnends & faculty Tremendous eatnlng poten-
tial Send lof apphcatlon by maJhng thiS ad to_ 
MUSIC/SOUND DIST., DEPT. C·170 
6730 SANTA BARBARA CT 
BALTO.MD 21<27 
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HetmGn's Herd of hot Gnd hearty muslclnns. LOBO photo• by P•tet Rlchr 
Hetman's Herd Henrtfelt. 
By JANE QUESNEL "Woodchopper's Ball," "Greasy 
The band was already playing, Sack Blues," and "I've Got News 
but as Woody Herman strode on for You," which Herman sang in 
·stage and reached for his clarinet, his rich, bluesy style. Bruce 
his presence dominated the scene. Johnstone played baritone sax on 
Trim and svelte in brown velvet his own ·"Sunrise Lady," while 
jacket and plaid slacks, Herman · trombonist Birch Johnson was 
proceeded to lead his famous Herd · prominent in an Alan Broadbenton 
through three hours of blues, tune. Two surprises were Faure's 
standards, jazz and small talk "Pavane" and Copland's "Fanfare 
which pleased even the youngest for the Common Man," both well-
members of the Popejoy Hall arranged by saxophonist Gary 
audience Tuesday night. -Anderson. "Pavane" used in-
Thls group of 15 musicians is the struments "foreign" to a big band, 
latest in a long line of bands to be such as piccolo trumpet, bassoon, 
known as Woody Herman's Herd. and bass clarinet, ·while the 
The first Herd disbanded in 1946, Copland was brightened by Her-
on the occasion of Herman's man's soulful soparano sax solo. 
ret,irement. Six months later After intermission the remainder 
Herman was back in action with a of the program ran like an extended 
new Herd, and they haven't jam session, with lengthier numbers 
stopped swinging yet. and more solo work by various 
Herman's style has always band members. 
managed to keep pace with the Opening with ''Reunion at 
times and yet retain its original Newport," which featured double 
sound. Part of this is du~ to his. trombone and double trumpet 
unusual sax section, three tenors solos, the Herd moved on to Carole 
and a baritone. Called the "Four King's "Corazon," after which 
Brothers," the current sax quartet Dennis Dodson soloed on 
proved invaluable as they not only flugelhorn in the old favorite 
played a specialty number for "Come Rain or Come Shine." 
saxes, but doubled on many other The evening would have been 
wind and percussion instruments as incomplete without "Caldonia," 
well. which Herman sang, the piece 
The band played oldies such as braking then into a long series of 
.-
Woody Hetmo.n with henrt nnd soul. 
~Okies 
- • • c ., 
dally 11-3 
Presents .. · 
·Foot ·Long·"·· · 
Hot Dogs 
.35-c 
solos which included some in-
cr-edible acoustic bass work in 
which the bassist used a drumstick 
on the strings, and fine breaks on 
both elecrtric piano and drums. 
One of the last numbers was 
"MacArthur Park," in which 
Herman gave us an alto sax solo not 
easily forgotten. During his solo 
three trumpeters came down into 
the aisles to play, producing a 
marvelous acoustical effect. 
After one encore and a standing 
ovation, Woody Herman Left the 
crowd begging for more. Herman 
has, throughout the years, 
remained a ture musician. It is little 
wonder that the Herd is an excellent 
group, when led by a man whose 
heart and soul are so evident in his 
music. 
Independent 
Comedy 
Thursdo._y 
8:00 o.tthe 
Union (sub) 
Theatre 
OhDem 
Watermelons 
b!:J Robert 
Nelson 
The Bed 
b_y Jo.mes 
Broughton 
Excited Turkeys 
b!:J w. maas 
Dangling 
Participle 
b!:J Standish 
Lowder 
Students $1.00 
Genero.l $1.50 
f,.d~y: 
Jean Cotteav'.s 
cl~salc 
Otphe• 
7:00 ond 9:15 · 
I I I 
, 
Mike Nidlols,Jock Nicholson, 
Candice Bergen, Arthur Garfunk.el, 
Ann-Margret ai1d Jules Feiffer. 
carnal Knowledge. 
Showtimes 
Weekdays 7:15 9:15 
Sat. & Sun.1:15 3:15 
5:15 7:,15 9:15 
PASSION. 
Winner 2 Golden Globe Awards! 
Richard Burton, Best Actor in a 
dramatic role. Peter Firth, best 
Supporting Actor in a dramatic role. 
BURTON 
IPmRARTHI 
IENNYAGUmR 
2:00 4:30 7:15 9:45 
Adults •2.00 Until2pm 
Sorry, No Passes 
Winner Golden Globe Award! 
Best Actress in a dramatic role, 
Jane Fonda 
"Jane Fonda and Vanessa Redgrave 
are close to perfection. 'Julia' is 
moving in its glowing commitment 
to the power of friendship." 
~Newsweek Magazine 
-UL ..c\ t ..--.. __ __, 
Based on a true story. 
1111! IUTmYfO!PrM~J A RICHARD ROTH Presenlal1on of A FRED ZINNEMANN frlm 
JANE FONDA VANESSA REOGRAVE 
JUt II\ 
. . 1~ •• ; JASON ROBAIIDS HN. HOLBROOK 
· ' . ROSrtMRV MURPHY ondMAX!MIUAN SCHELl ~Mn-
- 1111icred IIi !'!""""""' Soeenolay by . BO$'>~.'l""'. til!'.'""• bj 
FRED ZiNNEMANN RICHARD ROTH ALVIN SARGENT 
lr;:L=!.~'='!"..:I GEORG'Es"oELERUE ~~~!~lYc~~.w~~ ® · 
1 :oo 3:10 5:20 7:30 9:40 
Adults *2.00 Until2pm 
•• 
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. Wyoming Tonight; CSU Sa~urday Night 
Trave·l ··North for Two 
PRONTO 
Todo,Y's Special 
Super Sondwich 
Beef /Hom/T u rke_y 
Fries 
Lorge Coke 
~1.70 
Lowet Level 
New mexico Union Food .Setvlce 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
By PETER MADRID 
LOBO Sports E,ditor 
New Mexico basketball coach 
Norm. Ellenber'ger said, after 
winning three Western Athletic 
Conference games on the road, that 
he was beginning to like living out 
of a suitcase and winning. 
Tonight in Laramie, Wyo., 
Ellenberger and his 5-0 in theW AC 
Lobos again take to the road. Then 
on Saturday night, the 'Pack travels 
to Fort Collins, Colo. to tangle with 
Colorado State. 
"Now we go to the Northern 
Rockies," Ellenberger said, "where 
the air is clean. Somehow I always 
have a little trouble breathing in 
Memorial Fieldhouse (Wyoming) 
and Moby Gym (CSU) anyWay." 
Last year ·the Lobos were 
trounced by both squads on the 
road. The Cowboys clubbed UNM 
82-64 and the Rams dumped the 
Lobos 78-64. 
-Ellenberger said, "It's an im-
portant trip for us. About as im-
portant as the CSU, Wyoming trip 
in 1974 when we basically won the 
WAC up there with a sweep." 
And again in 1978 the Lobos 
need a sweep to stay on top in the 
WAC. 
* * * * * *· ·* * * * * 
Both WAC games will be 
broadcast live over KOB-TV with 
Henry Tafoya providing the play-
by-play. Mike Roberts will also 
carry the game live over KOB radio. 
Both tilts begin at 7:30 p.m. 
The Cowboys carry a 1-4 WAC 
mark into tonight's game with the 
The Tl-57. The super slide-rule that'll 
get you into programming ... fast and easy. 
Even if you've never programmed before. 
For the student who re-
quires slide-rule functions, the 
TI-57 delivers an exceptional 
combination of advanced 
mathematical and statistical 
capabilities. From functions 
such as trig, logs, powers, roots 
and reciprocals ... to mean, var-
iance, standard deviation and 
much more. 
And as long as you're in 
the market for ·a super slide-
rule calculator, why not buy 
one that can also put the power, 
speed and convenience of pro-
gramming at your disposal? 
Programming a calculator 
simply means giving it a logical 
set of instructions fbr accom-
plishing what you want it to 
do. Programming enables you 
to solve lengthy and repetitive 
problems 
quickly 
by sub-
stituting 
new vari-
ables into 
the set of 
instructions 
which you 
have al-
t 
1 
!! 
ready entered into the machine. 
-The end result is more effi-
cient use of your time in prob-
lem-solving. 
All this and more is ex-
plained in our unique, illus-
trated) easy-to-follow guide-
book, "Making Tracks Into 
Programming." This 200-page 
book comes with the TI-57. It 
contains simple, step-by-step 
instructions and examples to 
help you quickly learn to use 
programming functions ~o 
make your problem-solving 
faster, more accurate and fun. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ~o 
• •• INNOVATORS IN Ul 
PERSONAl ElECTRONICS 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
@ 1978 Texas Instruments Incorporated INCORPORATED 
league-Ieadiing Lobos. The Rams 
are currently 3-2 in conference 
action but their mark will change as 
CSU plays host to Texas-EI Paso 
tonight. 
"Now we're on top with a 5-0 
record and that only means 
everyone will be trying to chop our · 
legs out from under us. No matter 
how quiet we are from here out, 
there will be no sneaking away with 
any wins," Ellenberger said. 
Cowboy head coach Don DeVoe 
said, "I think we will play very well 
against New Mexico. It is a great 
team, but we are at home. The 
opportunity certainly exists to beat 
New Mexico, if we don't beat 
ourselves." 
"I'm not as concerned with the 
Lobos as I am with us," DeVoe 
said. "We already know what New 
Mexico can do." 
The Cowboys will be without 
junior forward Delbert McDonlad 
who quit the team this week. 
Against the Lobos Saturday 
night, the CSU Rams will be led by 
senior guard Lawrence Neal, junior 
guard Alton .Brandon, senior center 
Larry Paige, sophomore forward 
Barry Young and stand'.lut senior 
forward Alan Cunningham. 
The 5-0 'Pack will counter with 
Marvin J ohsnon, Michael Cooper, 
Wil Smiley, Phil Abney, Russell 
Saunders and the powerful Lobo 
bench which has been instrumental 
in many UNM victories so far this 
season. 
Jaycee 
Adds 
Stars 
The Albuquerque Jaycee 
Invitational added some more 
glitter with the entry of Olympic 
gold medal pole vaulter Tadeusz 
Slusarski of Poland. Slusardki, 
along with another Polish vaulter 
Wojceich Buciarski, are making a 
two-meet tour of the U.S. on their 
way home from a series of meets in 
New Zealand. 
The will compete in Albuquerque 
Saturday after vaulting in the Los 
Angeles Times indoor meet the 
night before. 
This will be Slusarski's second 
appearance at the Invitational. In 
1976 he cleared 17' -6 as Dan Ripley 
set the meet record of 18'-1 to win 
the event. 
Slusarski went on to set a world 
indoor record of 18' -3 and an 
European outdoor record of 18'-5 
II 4 prior to the 1976 Montreal 
Games. Yet he was rated no better 
than fourth to win the Olympic 
gold medal. 
Still, Slusarski was the spoiler in 
the rain and wind-marred com-
petition to win in 18'-0 112, 
equalling the olympic record. 
Buciarski cleared 17'-10 · 1/2 to 
finish fifth in the competition. 
Both of the Polish vaulters are27 
year.s old and two-time Olympians, 
having also competed in Munich in 
1972. 
Buciarski was Poland's first 
cant, on pago 11 
Contact Lens Wearers 
Save money on your brand 
name hard and soft lens sup-
plies. Send for free 
illustrated catalog. 
Contact Lens 
Supply Center 
Ph oe n i x ,J~ rizo n a _8.::.50.:_1.:.:2:.____J 
• • •• 
cont. from paga 10 
• More Stars 
Joining the high flying Polish 
vaulting duo wil be another 18-ft. 
vaulter, Russ Rogers of USC. 
Rogers is coining off an injury last 
Year after clearing 18'-1112 in 1976 
vault competition by Ralph Haynie 
of the Quest Club-Phoenix, Tim 
Vahlstrom o( UTEP plus Billy 
Olson and Frank Estes of Abilene 
Christina. All have cleared 17 feet 
or better. 
while competing for the University 
of Texas. 
Slusarski is the sixth Olympic 
gold medal winner announced for 
the invitational. He joins marathon 
winner Frank Shorte who will 
compete in the two-mile run, and 
discus ace Mac Wilkins who has 
emerged as the United States top 
indoor shot putter. 
Albuquerque's major league ~ 
sporting attraction. They join the ~ 
Tanzanian delegation of super ::: 
miler Filbert Bayi and two miler z 
Sulieman Nyambui. Nyambui was ro 
I :.; 
eighteen-foot pole vaulter and has 
been over that barrier each of the 
·past three years. He has a best of 
18'-0 112. 
Haynie, a former WAC indoor 
champion for Arizona State 
University, is in great shape having 
cleared 17 '-0 at the Los Angeles 
Sunkist Meet a week ago. Olson 
won the US-USSR junior meet last 
year, while Estes is a former South-
west Conference outdoor champion 
se ected Athlete of the meet at the ;:;:: 
Los Angeles Sunkist indoor meet ~ 
last week. <i' 
They will be joined in the pole 0 A gold-silver-bronze Olympic tJ 
medal sweep in the 200 meter dash ~. 
is also the latest coup pulled off by '<:' 
the Albuquerque Jaycees in their 5 
quest to line up the finest world Ill 
class athletes Saturday night. 0 
BY 
P~1lR 
MAI>RID 
Those who are following UNM basketball in 1978 have given praise 
to the depth of the Lobo team and attribute the team's success to that 
depth. 
. At the beginning of the season, Ellenberger said, "Hopefully, depth 
is one of our stronger points. We're covered in most every position 
with experience. We have people that are of nearly equal abilities, but 
you really can't tell what you have in the trenches until the war 
begins." 
N\)W that the war has begun, Western Athletic Conference that is, 
Ellenberger finds his troops on top for the moment. 
Backing up the troops on the front line -all season for the Lobos 
have been the reserves, more commonly known as the bench. 
Prior to the last weekend's games against Brigham Young and 
Utah, the Lobo bench had scored 504 of the 'Pack's totall534 points 
after 15 games. 
Before that game, BYU's reserves had scored only 395 of the 
Cougar's total 1641 points after 20 games. Similarly, Utah's bench 
had scored only 395 of the Ute's total1401 points after 18 tilts. 
The praises of the Lobo bench have gone beyond the fans and local 
press. Texas-El Paso coach Don Haskins said, "Any team with a 
Willie Howard who can come off the bench and score 23 points has to 
to be good." 
The Lobo fire power off the bench has come in the persons of 
Hoyvard, Mike Stewart, Jimmy Allen and Mark Felix, depending on 
which starting five Ellenb~rger goes with. 
At the moment, Ellenberger is starting Marvin Johnson, Michael 
Cooper, Wil Smiley, Phil Abney and Russell Saunders. 
Ellenberger said, "Willie has the ability to come off the bench and 
make things happen." 
Allen said, "On the bench, I can see what's going on in the game 
and get in there and correct it or keep doing it." 
Allen, UNM's only WAC Player of the Week, recieved the honor 
coming off the bench during the Arizona road trip. 
Wh~re UNM's b<;:nch has the advantage over other teams lies in the 
fact that Ellenberger has players who can come off the bench and 
score, not just go into the game and give the starters a breather. 
Against BYU Thursday night, the Lobo bench played a total of 56 
minutes compared to only 21 minutes by the Cougar reserves. 
· For the Cougars, starter Keith Rice played 37 minutes, Glen 
Roberts played 24 minutes, Scott Runia played 38 minutes and Alan 
Taylor and Danny Ainge played the full40 minutes. 
Lobo starter Abney played 31 minutes, Johnson 35 minutes, Smiley 
21 minutes, Saunders 24 minutes and Cooper 33 minutes. 
During the 56 minutes of game time played by the Lobo bench, 
UNM got 40 points out of its reserves. The Cougars'got only four. 
Against Utah, the Lobo reserves played 79 minutes because of early 
foul trouble by the starters. The Ute reserves were very close playing a 
total of77 minutes. 
The 'Pack recieved 38 points from its bench while Utah got 28 fr0m 
its reserves. · 
Other basketball coaches may find themselves eating their words 
when they speak highly of their bench strength. Ellenberger, on the 
other hand, puts his confidence behind his bench strength and 1s 
The Polish vaulters from Warsaw 
·represent the second group of 
foreigners being imported for the 
15th annual staging of 
The 
ASUNM Speakers 
Committee 
presents 
''SPOCK & I'' 
with 
LEONARD 
NIMOY 
Monday, February 6, 8:00pm 
Popejoy Hall 
RESERVED SEATS 
$4.50 & $3.50 general public I $3.50 & $2.50 students 
Tickets on sale at all Ticketmaster Locations: 
Popejoy & SUB Box Offices . 
All LP Goodbuy & General Store Locations 
H. Cooks Sporting Goods In Winrock • Candyman (Santa Fe] 
enjoying a most successful season. -------------J--:-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--:J 
<3rid t**********~****~•••••••***•&****~********t 
Coach ~ ~~~Modeling G.._11.. : Q •t ~ 0~ q 4 * Lobo'"~},,.,~"'"''"' ~ .~~ NOW in ALBUQUERQUE "'"" : 
coordinator and former Texas-EI ~ ~ ~ ~- :t 
Paso head coach Gil Bartosh has '11"' 
resigned from the UNM coaching :!: Offcrin~ free t'Jlaecntcnt ScJt•viec to JUCJllbcrs. :!.: 
ranks to become mentor at Robert ~" :<'~> '11"' 
E. Lee High School in Midland, ~ Qualifying interviews arc bc:iwtg couthtcted Feb. 1, ~ 
~- F & Bartosh is the fourth football ci! tiJ:t•ough < cb. :lS, :1978 '11"' 
coach at UNM in the news. ~ ~ 
Offensive coordinator Bill Canty AU ltfcntbc:t•sltiJlS offc:t•cd in p:t•ofcssioua], pat•a-profcssi.onaJ ~ .. 
resigned less than a month ago to be "'(£"• A.>. 1 t t t 'li 
offensivecoordinatoratMississippi 4! 4.' Sttt( CH. S a liS. ~ 
State. ...!b Possible a:t•cas or placcJncnt: Models for a:t•tists, & Former Lobo star Rocky Long ~ 
tookovercanty'spositionandpart '* Sctdt•tors, Still photog:t•aJ•Ity, Fasion sho~v, * 
time assistant Gary Griffith ci! ~ 
replaced freshman coach Reese ...!b Make .... ntodcls - only to ntcutiou a few. & 
Smith who took an early disability ~ W 
retirement after suffering a heart c(! ~ 
attack during the 1977 football ci! Fo.- an apJlOintnte••t call 256-0909 ~ 
s~son. & 
Bartosh came to UNM last ci£ W 
season after spending three years as ci£ Melli bersltip Division - 305A lV ashiugton S.E * 
the Miner's head coach. Before tL 
coaching at UTEP, Bartosh was an '* '.' · ~-
assistant at Texas A&M. • ........... ~.S,'.l'IJ.u!u!u§,·.a,~f!l··········*''-""'**•••••t!••.J!t* 
'Tj 
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Clnssifieds 
1. PERSONALS 
,'\CCURATE IN~'ORMATION ABOUt <on-
trucepti<!n, lfterlliza!ion, abortion, Righi to Choose, 
294-0171. 2/15 
l"ll,M PRODUCTION WORKSHOP: t\ non·' 
Hcadcmlc introducilon. to the art of fllni maklpg 
taught by a working fllmall:er. Call Gary Doberman 
ufternoon.o; before Feb. S. 266-0863 2/3 
Ut:SPAIIATELY Wt\NTED, INTROUUCTION lo 
Modern Circuit Analysis by Calahan, Macnee, 
McMaiiOn·JioU, Rinehart, Winston publisher. Jr 
interested in loaning or selling this book please' 
contact Or. Koschmann at 277 .. 3140 or Mabel Grey 111 
277-4?24 2/3 
CONCEPTIONS • SOUT.HWEST· A new 
publication of UNM's Creative Arts Is now accepting 
snbmlsslons from sculpture to poetry. For more 
i!lformaUon call Leslie 299-4773 or Gayle 292.1323. 
trn 
PI.;RRY'S PIZZA Wll,Ldellver. Ca11843-9750 213 
PARTY J•IANII)T! ROCK chops, lh:ks, and rlfrs to 
liven up any event by UNM student moonlighting as 
nlletime gi~~cr. Great background or singalong music 
£or frnH;, sors, clubs, etc, Fees cool, fingers hot. Call 
Dnc, 292-0831, afler 5. 2/3 
DEGINNING WEAVING CLASS soart• Feb. 8. 
Weavers Studio, 205 Stanford SE, 265-9100, 2/6 
UNDA, I LOVE YOU. Please reconsider. Chuck. 
2/6 
20 BOXING MATCHES! Denis Chavez Community. 
Center, 115 Kathryn SE, Febrmuy 4t.h, 7:30 pm. 
Admission $2.001 Students $1.00. 2/3 
TilE AMERICAN DOLLAR laas depreciated 
conslderaf11y against the German Mark. This will 
cause Blrkenstocks to Increase In price $3/pr. starting 
Feb. 13. Btrkenstocks now 2tl'Vo off old price unlll 
Feb. II at Wild Rose, 2916 Central SE, 266-9946. 
2110 
IlK. HARNICK IS INTERESTEU In locadng 
children from 9-36 months or age to participate in iii 
study on play. If you are interested, please call 277· 
4209. 2110 
SCUDA IIIVER? III'.SERT IIIVERS: Seventy 
members. Dive partners, rentals, instrudion, • 75 air 
£Ills, mobile compressor. Call Doug 243'-2528, Terri 
29l-3057. 212 
!JE A CLOWN. Classes In m~gh:, juggling, mime, 
puppets with Michael Anthony, 165-7465. 217 
CONTACTS11 POI.ISHING & SOLUTIONS. Cosey 
Optical Company, 255-8736. lfn 
... RESH CIGARS--AT PRICES you tan afrord. 
Available at Pipe & Tobacco Road. 1078 Cornell SE. 
2/8 
D~:AMING DOWN TO Popejoy II all this Monday at 
8 pm--Lconurd Nlmoyl De there! l/1 
GONNA BOOGIE TONITE? Ned's has The Planets 
for dancing unlll2 am. 212 
NICK, If CARRARO'S Is too different I don't want 
to meet you there. Everything c:an change, bul If the 
food Is not the same rorgel U. I used to love their 
pizzas, el{~plant heroes and salads. J hope they 
hnl'en't clumged llac menu. I don't care If. they have 
!inlor heating or a redwood deck, I just lol'Cd to go 
there bce11me ihe food was the bcsl an)'whcre In town. 
M~ m 
IT'S ABOUT CHOICE. You get to e.xpand lhe areu 
of aliveness ld your life: health, love, saildacllon, 
happiness, and full scl£·expresslon. Or, you can be 
where you are right now.INSIGUTTRAINING. The 
WCl!kcnd c:.pcrience or your JUe. Call Johll 1-9 pm, 
Mondaylhru l-"rlday.198~7549. 217 
LI<:ARN TO I>ANCE and have run witt! the Wagon 
Wheel StltUire Dance Club. Oanc~s are ever)' 
Thursday at 7:00pm In the SUB Ballroom. Beginners 
are welcome! No panner or experlrnce nt'CC.!Isary. 2/l 
2. LOST & FOUND 
RI-:WARIJ $50.00 LOST: One 18 week old female 
brown and tan doberman puppy [not AKC]. Collar 
and tas:s. Crooked riRht front leg. Named Maconya. 
llclntbroken owner. Stolen 1115178. Call Teresa. 
243-46891277-5907 2/3 
LOST: RED WALLET. Despcruiely n~d J.D.'s! 
Please return to the lost and found nt the SUB candy 
counter. 212 
I.OST CAT. LARGE grey-brown-hlnck long haired, 
flurry tailed, -~horl legged male, no collnr, named 
Riley. Gone since Jlln. 15 frflm area Ash and Siln~r. 
Pleao;e calll47-2697 if round. 2110 
1-"0t:NO: TlllJRSlJAY MORNING on 7 am in-
~~:nming NE Height~ bus-Indy's glove. Claim Rm. 105 
Marron Hull. Hn 
"FIND YOURSEU' In the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 
277-5907. ss 
3.SERVICES 
, LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now. 
Coli PENM 842·5200. tin 
YOU'LL NHii:D INSURANCE someday sost~rt now 
when It costs• less. Metropolitan Representallve, 
LeRoy Ortiz, 265-8463. 2/8 
TYPING. hi QUALITY, 883-7787, 2/24 
BIORHYTHM SI<:RVICES, YOUR energy c)'cle.s, 
physical-emotional-Intellectual. Send hlrthdate, 
$6.00. Full Year Computer Projection, Booklet, Do-. 
lt-\'oursel£ lnstnu:tions. 210 Spruce NE, 
Albuquerque 87106, 213 
FAST TYI'ING 266·3953. 2114 
T'YPING MA ENGLISIJ. Campus f!ellvery. 296-
8564. 3/20 
GUITAR LF..SSONS. FIRST lesson, free. Flat-picking 
•or da~slcal. Experienced teacher, Private lessons. 
Call Marc at L & M Music Studio, 247-8158, 2/3 
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method. 
Beginners welcome. 266-9291, 2128 
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing ,and 
editorial system. Technical, general, leg2l, medical, 
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345-2125. 4/29 
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND WRITING assistance. 
265-1164. 216 
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICI' (IBM solectri<] ood 
now 3-minute Passport Phulos. No appointment. 
2611-8515. lfn 
4. HOUSING 
ACCUSTOMED TO LUXURY, large 1-bdrm., kids, 
pets, 575 utilities paid. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $3tl 
fee. 2/J 
ALMOST FURNISHED NE clean solid 1-bdrm, 
pallo, $J 15. Caii262-17SJ, Valley Rentals, 530 fee. 
213 
. BARGAIN DEAl., AIR conditioned 2-bdrm, partly 
Furnished, just $135. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, S3tl 
ree. 2/3 
BEST NE I-DORM, kids, pets welcome, $90, utilities 
paid. 262-1751, Vnllfy Rentals, $3tl fee. 2/3 
BARGAIN EAST SIDE, 1-bdrm, gantgr, kids:, pets, 
$130, utilities included. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $3{1 
rec." 2/J 
BRING KIJ)S, PETS, fancy 2·bdrm cottage, $125, 
1Uilltles paid. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, 530 fee. 213 
CAMPUS SPECIAl.., FULLY fenced, 4-rm home. 
Modern klt~;hen, SIJ5. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, 530 
fee. 2/3 
I'ERSON WANTED TO SHARE two bedroom 
mublle horne rive mllt!s from campus. Junior, senior, 
grad prererred, $80. Call Jim, 266-7935. 217 
SINGLE ROOM, FEMALI-;, co-ed residential Co-op, 
close h• campus, 3 men is dally. 247-2515. 2/3 
TWO FEMALES WANTED lo share3-hdrm house. 
Clean, non-smoking. Around Feb. 2Sth. 268..0183 
urtcr5 pm. 217 
COMMUTING WOMAN: DO you want to share. 
furnished tlousc during week'l' Excellent neigh· 
borhood. Walk to UNM. 255-0233, evenings, $90.00. 
2/8 
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share J*bdrm apart• 
men I. SIOS plus litllitles. Ca11255-7674. 216 
NEEOI-:D ROOMMATE TO share a furnished 3· 
bdrm house, swimming pool. $100. Arter 6:00 call 
299-1308, Mike. 218 
ROOMMATE WANTEIJ: BEAUTIFUl, ho4se In 
Corrales, riori-smoker, prefer graduate student 
workin~ person, St35, 898·7798. l/8 
WIIA 'f IS A COLLEGl: INN? Recrealion rooms. 
Stud)' lounges. Pool, underground parking. Social 
programs. 303 Ash NE, 243·2881. 2/2 
AHOUT TIME, St:CURELY fenced 3-bt..:m, kids, 
pels OK, Sl20. 262-t751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee. 213 
KIDS, PETS }'IN~. clean solid 2 .. bdrm, kids, pets 
welcome, $110~ 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 ree.l/3 
5. FORSALE 
SINGER t"UTURA ZIGZAG sewing machine. Top 
or the Line. Slightly used but still under warranty. 
Atltomnlic bnbllin winder, has computeriztd but-
tonholer and dvcs hundreds of fane)· stitches. 
Rel!,.ularly $800, now $150 cash. 294·8755. 217 
WOMEN'S SUEUE JACKET •lze 13/14. Goad 
condition. S40,268-0015 2/6 
DEl.UXE MICROWAVI<;: LARGE oven touchmatic, 
probe, memoty. No do.wn payment, assume Bmall 
monthly paym~nts. 2684393. 2113 
8 ••. rooJ.'fABLE, $300 1 includes all accessories. 
Susie 242-8746. 2/3 
HANDMADE KNOTIV PINE Taos bed couch, 
beautiful, 6 fl. long, foam pad. 5300. 765-5726. l'/7 
1974. VEGA STATIONWAGON, clean, air, radial' 
Hres. Asking $1300. 26fi-3051, evenings, 217 
1975 MUSTANG II MACH I, 4-speed, V-6 low 
mileage, good shape, S26SD. Call Jay 8-5, 877-5340, 
217 
FOR REPAIR BILL, zig-zag sewing machine makes 
buttonholes, embroiders, darns. Blind stitches 
wltlwut attaehments, $27;50 and !nke rnnchine. 266· 
5871. 2/13 
NO DOWN PAYMENT Sansul receiver, 100 watts, 
casseUe or 8 track player. Fr()nollc 6-way speaker, 
rnagncllc turntable, assume small monthly payments. 
266-5871 2113 
ltl YBAR GUARANTF.I<~ unclaimed layaway, color 
television. Orand new guarantee, do down payment, 
small monthly payments ,1fntll balance Is paid of£. 
266-58-72. 2113 
1978 KIROV CLASSIC Ill, commercial model with 
shag rake and attachments, lifetime factor~ Warranty, 
IItke over small payments. 266-5871. 2/13" 
ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good thru 
··~bruary. Della Mark lOB 539.95; Megaspark 400 
$42.95; Tiger SST $34.95. 2611-5490. Electronic 
Ignition Sales. 2/17 
MOPEDS FROM $.199, Vespa Scooters; Vespa, 
Peugeot, Hercules, Bnh•vus Mopeds. Service & ac-
cessories, J.J. Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-3949 2/9 
PRIVATE COLLECTION STRAIGHTGRAINEU 
used pipe~. Can be seen at Pipe & Tobacco Road, 
1078 Cornell SE, M·F 9:30-6:00, Sat. 10-5. 2/2 
CASSETIE RECORDER, MINI ponable, good for 
lectures, 530, 255-6610 evenings. 2/2 
U:NS FOR 3Smm SLR: Vlvitar, Canon mount 75· 
20Smm £3.8 Close-Focus, 5169.95. Canon 100-200, 
f5.6 Zoum, 5114,95. Minolla JOOmm f.2, $89.95. 
Konica 35mm r2.8, $69.95. Konlca 135mm f3,2, 
569.95. Vlvitur TXmount 200mm 13.5, 549.95. 
Vivilar JOOmm TX mount 300mm f5.6, 554.95. 
Soligor T4 mount tOSmm f2.8, $39.95. New 850205 
£3.8 Zoom, Pent:ax lhread, $119. Vashlca, screw 
thread, 90-190 Zoom f5.6, $49.95. 300mm, 400mm, 
SOOmm, Tl mount telephotos. Vivllar Nikon mount 
24mm f2.8, New, 5100, We take trades and buy photo 
items. Wilson Camcr9, 3107 Centrul NE. 2/2 
SCIIWINN SUBURBAN 5-SPEEI> Kiri'' bi<ycle: 
t:xcellenl condition, $85.00. Earl, 268-1295. 2/3 
6; EMPLOYMENT 
NEED BASS PLAYER interesled In working night e 
circuit with Ja"T.Z/Roek band. For Information, call 
Phil, 281-3940 1129 
HELP WANTED: TEACHERS at all levels. Foreign 
nnd Domestic -reachers, Box 1063 Vancouver, Wash. 
98660 212 
a reat 
pace, 
to-eat. 
Free 35° drink 
with this coupon 
and purchase of 
any sub 
H=• 
lO.lOMonSai 
l27Sun 
PART TIME EMPLOYMENT for people who llke 
people. Work as little as .;J hrs .• per week, or more. 
(:all 299-0401 ror more Information. 212 
PART-'fiMEJOB: SALES, fleldble hours, good pay. 
Po,sslble rull·tirne ~ummer. Call Phil Fi-anczyk, CLU, 
,883-5360. 2/17 
GRAUUATE ASSISTANTS ANU undergraduate 
advisors: Residence hall stuff applicants being 
sought. Earn room, board, mon~hly sJipend. 
Graduate students also receive tuillon waiver, Apply: 
Assf!ciate Dean or Students Office, La Posada Hall. 
Deadline: March 3, 1978. l/3 
STUDENT SPOUSE WITH SEWING ~:11:periem:e 
wunled £or part-time employment. Bemina Sewing 
Machine Company, 268-9176. ' 2/6 
8. MISCELLANEOUS 
CHI<:AP WATgltBEDS! Water Trips 589.95 buis 
you I] dark walnut stained frame, 2} safety liner, 3] 
foam comfort pad, 4J any size mattress with 3-year 
~uarantee; $89.95. 3407 Centr3! NE. 255·2289. 2/23 
BEAUTIFUL IOO~o SIAMESE FEMALE. feline 
!iesires rendevous wllh 100'/n Siamese male. Terms 
negotiable, 268-0978. 213 
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP, Friday Feb. 11th 
from 7;00-9:30 pm and Saturday 10:00 am-5:00 pm. 
Co~t $30,00, ~tudents $20,00. Phone 262-0066 orl66-
1789. 218 
TDDAY'S CIDSSIDRD PVZZLI 
ACROSS 
1 Sailors 
5 Plant used 
as season-
ing 
9 Did some-
customer 
541narilmate 
56 Least fat 
59 Unsightly 
mark 
62 Join 
64 Body 
thing politic 
14 Wind: Prefix 65 Bushed: 2 
1 5 Japanese words 
gelatin 67 Leather 
16 En~lng for sources: 2 
radio or words 
micro 70 Usher's 
17 The post 
Vatican: 2 71 Extent of 
words surface 
19 Garment 72 Sure thing: 
20 Goal Slang 
21 Water lily 73 Rule the 
leaf 
----·-23 ----out: 
UNITED Feature Syndicate 
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved: 
Break down 
24 Disavow 
74 Be ahead 
75 Sea eagles 11 "All---- ener 
avail" 41 Leafless 
27 Twilight 
29 Emits 
31 Expand 
35 Alberta's 
Medicine---
37 Subtle sug-
gestions 
39 Noisy 
festivity 
40 Ass11mble a 
movie 
DOWN 12 Blue grape Plant organs pigment 43 Eng. opera 
13 Ship floor composer 
t·Ungulate 18 Logger's 46 Seafood 
mammal debris 48 Put away 
2 Battery ter- 22 Unsuccessful 51 Observed 
mlnal one 53 Lure 
3 Happening 251-ioney beige 55 Transferable 
over and 26 Dogma picture 
over 28 Knight's title 57 Austere 
4 Defeats ut- 30 Series of 58 Decisive 
terly: Slang· steps trials 42 Lariat: Var. 
44 Roosts 
45 Large 5 Interjection 
stream of wonder 
32 Book-Inver: 59 German 
2 words river 
6 The "I" 47 Levels 
49Actress 7 Act violently 
33 ----a tete: 60 A muse 
Private chat 61 Too 
Sandra --- 8 Money . 34 More 
50 Office 9 Exactly 35 Towel insig-
63 Challenge 
66 Tennis gear 
68 Grassland 
69 Temporary 
workers: In- suitable nia 
formal 10 Laughs 313 Mine tunnel 
52 Landlord's quietly 38 Knife sharp- craze 
Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo 
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily 
Lobo times(s) beginning , under. the heading 
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housing; 
5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous. Want Ads say it 
in a Big Way!! 
Classified Advertising Rates 
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge 
Terms Cash in advance 
Enclosed $. ____ Placed by --~---Telephone~------
Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M. 
Monday thru Friday 
Marron Hall, Room 105 
Mail To 
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131 
BPECIAL 
OOLW<t.'TIONR 
Burger King ffas it 
You deserve a brake today. For changes on this and other Central businepses, see story 
this page. 
Campus Cola Addicts 
·Face Brand Change 
By D.M. FLYNN . 
LOBO News Editor 
Students addicted to Coca-Cola 
·or Pepsi Cola will no longer be able 
to get a fix at UNM's soda vending 
machines because those brands are 
being phased out, Jack Hankins, 
concession manager for UNM, 
said. 
Sh;J.sta Cola will replace Coke 
and Pepsi to avoid raising the price 
of soda in UMN machines from 30 
cents to 35 cents he said. 
When contacted by the LOBO, 
Coca Cola sales manager Jack 
Conley said the company raised its 
prices Jan. 29 from $5.05 to $5.50 
a case wholesale. He said the 25 
cent increase over Coke's 45 cents 
increase is because "There is a 
middle man involved." 
Herb Gilletre, sales manager for 
Pepsi-Cola, said his company is 
raising its prices 75 cents a case to 
vending machine distributors ef-
fective Feb. 6. 
Shasta soft drinks will be :.lp-
pearing within the next 30 to 45 
days - "as soon as the present 
stock runs out," Hankins said. 
-~<::' 
J 
ASUN·~ groups requesting 
funds in the ASUNM budget for 
fiscal year 1978 have until Feb. 22. 
Budget request forms are available 
in Suitf.l242 ofthf.l SUB. 
Way 
Harry's Succumbs 
To the Whopper 
By RACHEL DIXON 
LOBO Staff Writer 
Central Avenue will never look the same after a facelift it may undergo 
this spring. 
Burger King manager Glenn Zeiter said, "We are tearing down Harry's 
Hamburgers and building a Burger King. We'll start construction in three 
or four weeks and it should be completed by April." 
McDonald's Family Restaurants, Burger King and a five-shop building 
are planned to join the multitude of businesses on the south side of 
Central. 
A member of the Laborers International Union of North America, 
Local Union 16, who asked not to be identified, said that the building is in 
the process of being sold to McDonald's and the union will move to San 
Pedro. 
Bicycle World is also being considered for pruchase by McDonald's, said 
an employe of the bike shop. Bicycle World will be moving out in March or 
April to relocate next to Diary Queen, he said. 
"McDonald's has surveyed our lot and has a hold on it," he said. A hold 
is a contract between two parties which means the property won't be sold 
to anyone else while that purchase is being considered. 
McDonald's confirmed that they are considering the purchase of Bicycle 
World. 
The manager of Lobo Men's Shop, Tom Logan, said that the business is 
going to construct a building that will house four shops in the adjoining 
parking lot. . . . 
"We'll be leasing the shops on a long-term bas1s. They will not be m· 
terconnected," he said. 
Basil Nellos, owner of the men's shop, sai_d that the shops should be 
completed within the next two months, dependmg on the weather. 
"We're trying to keep the shops university oriented. We'd like the prices 
and needs geared to the University." he said. 
~· .,_,;:;;&t ... ctoiiOG'Z<'?;·b··•·-~.·~. ·~ .-
, 
Hankins said Coke and Pepsi are 
raising their prices by 70 cents a 
case and if they were to be con-
tinued at UNM, Sandia Novelty, 
which operates the vending 
machines, would have to raise its 
prices by 35 cents. 
Gillette said the company has 
been absorbing steady increases in 
sugar, syrup and labor prices for 
several months. It won't be the real thing aftar the soda brands in this machine are chan gad. 
Over Mopeds 
ASUNM Deadlocked ,·-·--·~--,.~~~' i·' • '' . ~··/ 
ASUNM Senator Jack Fortner 
~,, D. M. FLYNN 
I.OBO News Editor 
The ASUNM Senate could not decide whether 
mopeds are bicycles or motorcycles at its fourth 
meeting of the semester. 
The non-decision was made in the form or a split 
vote (7-7) Which came after Mario Ortiz, an assistant 
to vice president Dave Garcia, requested the vote. 
Ortiz asked the senate to make a decision on what the 
Universityy's policy should be in terms of mopeds and 
skateboards in pedestrian areas. Ortiz will be reporting 
the senate's action to the University's subcommittee 
on parking and planning. 
"If they want an opinion, tell them I think they're 
wasting their time," senator Jack· FOrtner said. 
The senate, on motion by senator Ann Dunphy, 
decided skateboards should be allowed to remain on 
campus but forbidden on wheelchair access ramps. 
John Carney, professor of civil engineering and 
chairman of the subcommittee, said the committee 
was concerned with the use of mopeds and 
skateboards on campus "Strickly from a safety 
viewpoint." He said, "Safety of the pedestrian, in our 
opinion, comes first." 
At the senate meeting Wednesday, senator 
Stephanie LeMay said since there weren't many 
mopeds on campus the University should take care of 
them when they become a problem. 
Ortiz told the senate that the subcommittee was 
considering charging moped riders a parking fee lower 
than that for motorcycle\ and having mopeds park in 
motorcycle parking areas. 
Garcia, as president of the senate, had the op-
portunity to break the tie vote but said he did not want 
to interfere with the opinion of that body. He said he 
considers mopeds motordriven bicylces that should 
have special racks designated to them. Mopeds should 
also be charged a parking fee, less than that charged 
for motorcycles, he said. 
(cont., on page 6} 
ASUNM Senator Mimi Swan· 
son 
